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o New rule says all incoming freshman from outside metro Chicago must live in residence halls
By Chris Coates
E!itor·in-Ciief
Marking a major shift in how the
college houses its first year students.
freshmen from outside Chicago must
live in the college's Residence Life sys·
tern unde r the terms of a new plan that
will go into effect next fall. The plans
come on the heels of preliminary da ta
that shows a decrease in the number of
students who fit into that category.
C urre ntly, Columbia does not have a
mandatory college housing rule for
incoming freshmen.
The new plans call for all first year
freshmen from outside Cook, Lake,
McHenry, Kane, Will and DuPage
counties to Jive in the Residence Life
system for Lheir first academic year at
Columbia. The area of origin is dete r·
mined by where the student lives a t the
time of enrollment.
Vice President of Student Affairs
Mark Kelly said thm the plan- which
has not been ironed out fully-would
allow many exceptions to the rule.
which will be determined on a case-by·
case basis. " We're going to be very liberal," Kelly said. "If a student has a bet·
ter alternative, go to it.''
The change in policy, which has
been on the table for at least a year, is
due in part to the sudden increase in
student housing for Columbia students.

The college has entered the fmal
phase in the consuuction of the multimillion dollar University Center of
Chicago, a joint venture by three South
Loop colleges that will provide
Columbia with 700 beds.
Since 1993, Columbia has operated a
350-bed, a partme nt-style dormitory at
73 1 S. Plymouth Court with mostly
freshmen and sophomore students. The
college also rents three floors from the
J. Ira and Nic ki Harris Family Hostel at
24 E. Congress Parkway. whic h is ffiled
with mainly upperclassmen.
The sudden availability of 1,200
beds allows the college to house its
entire freshme n class in student hous·
ing-a first for Columbia. The arrange·
me nt will allow freshmen to be
grouped in floors and provided with the
"support that wouldn' t be there if they
were living on their own," Kelly said.
Mary Oakes, the director of the
Residence Life Office, said she thinks
the new setup will facilitate a sense a
community for Columbia·s freshmen
class who, by the very nmure of the
perimeters, will be from across the
country.
Such safe harbor is exactly what the
old arrangement- whereby students can
live wherever they want-didn't have.
Kelly said it was a major distraction for
parents.

Heather Morriso.VChronicle

The South Loop basks in the evening glow of the fall equinox, when night and day are equal.

See Residence Life, Page 4

Snafus derail UPASS SRO set to build
near campus
o Wide range of technical issues causes distribution to spill into this week
By Elliott Ramos

Con1Jibutir9 Wriler

A fte r d ays of s tudent s standing
in s low- mov ing l ines, college
offi cials brough t to lig ht the reason s be hind the excessive dela y
last week in d istributi ng student
C TA cards.
P roblems a r ose w he n photo·
graphs of s tude nt s, w hich were
linked to Socia l Security nu m·
bers. could not be tran s fer red to
s t udents ' correspo nding OAS IS
ID num bers.
Co llege officials blame a new
co mputer system, a w ides pread
com puter virus and time constraints
as t he root ca uses of long lines.
To print the semeste r- long e l
passes. a database is sent to the
Chicago Tran sit Autho r ity wit h a
list of s tudent s who registered
early. according to college o ffi·
c ial s. H owever, not all s tudents
w ho regis ter for classes rema in at
full -time status. For ineligible
s tuden t s to avoid being a ssessed a
UPASS fee , a verification process
is required .
T he CTA req uires t he sc hool to
inform them exactly how many

See UPASS, Page 4
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Building adds thousands of feet in retail
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Caputo
Beai Eartor

Andrew J. ScottChron~le

Students pac ked the Hokin Annex in the Wabash Campus Building,
623 S. Wabash Ave., for hours during week to wait for their UPASS.

The construc tion of a s ingle
room occupancy complex in the
parking lot across from the Wabash
Campus B uilding, 623 S. Wabash
Ave., is slated to begin at the end of
November, an official close to the
project said.
The development will be one of
two major construction projects to
e me rge
within
blocks
of
Columbia's main campus building,
including the University Center of
C hicago, which is schedu led to be
completed in the fall of 2004.
T his SRO complex. a fomt of
affordable housing that provides
inexpensive one-room living spaces
to people w ith considerably low
incomes, w ill be the third of its kind
in the South Loop.
According to De nis 0' Keefe, the
executive director of the C hicago
Christian Industrial League-the
nonprofit organization heading up

the proj ect- the b uilding will con·
tain seven floors and 169 residen·
rial unit s.
It w ill also include 17.000 sq uare
feet of re tai l space on the building's
ftrSt floor. Subway and Ro ly Poly
sandw iches, among a variet y of
o ther fast food venders, have
expressed interest in the space.
O'Keefe said .
The estimated time for the building's com pletion is spring 2005.
when the C hristian Industrial
League hopes to be fully operating
with full-time residents and retai l
providers actively in place, accord·
ing to O ' Keefe.
The development of this third
SRO in the area marks the end of a
coalition movement founded by the
Chicago Homeless Coalition in the
mid· '90s and an ongoing effort on
the part of the city of Chicago to
redevelop public and affordable
housing in the South Loop.

See SRO, Page 30
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MONDAY
As part of the college's Weeks of Welcome, several businesses will be on hand for a college job fair in the lobby of
the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave., throughout the week. The city of Chicago and Hilton Chicago will
be on hand Monday. Other businesses visiting later include
Old Navy, Kinko's, Potbelly, the Illinois Department of
Human Services and the Boys and Girls Clubs of Chicago.
For more information call (3 I 2) 344-7280.
The Columbia Library is holding a grand opening for its
new coffee and snack service on the 3rd floor of the South
Campus Building, 624 S. Michigan Ave.
The Black Student Union will meet at 5:30 p.m . in Room
3 I I of Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.

TUESDAY
The college library is offering tours of its facilities in the
South Campus Building, 624 S. Michigan Ave., Tuesday
through Thursday until October. The tours start at I p.m. For
more information call (3 I 2) 344-7 I 25.

Chris Coates Editor-in-Chief
I want my MTV with my UFOs
M
y grandmother called television
"bubblegum for the mind" until her dog's
leash tripped her and she found herself
staring at a television set in a nursing
home for 90 days. Television was pretty
much aJ I she had, expect for starting trouble with the nurse's aides.
For me, that box in the comer was a big
part of my life. That was until I decided
enough was enough and I rid my apartment of cable. At first, it was painless,
except on Sunday nights when reading the
newspaper was done and ''The Prairie
Home Companion" was boring. In fact, a
cable televisionless apartment is quite
kitschy.
Still, sometimes I just wish there was a
way to plug in, zone out and fade into the
synthetic waves of cable television. In
other words, I wish I could get
"Newlyweds" on my rabbit ears.
If you haven't seen MTV's
''Newlyweds: Nick and Jessica," you're
missing out on programming that would
have made Newton Minnow cringe. The
half-hour program follows the real-life
marriage of pop musician Jessica Simpson
and Nick Lachey of 98 Degrees. I really
didn't know much about either of them
and even after catching a few episodes, I
still can't figure out what they have in
common, aside from fame and very thorough tans. What I do know is these folks
make fine TV subjects. Simpson is ditsy
and we laugh. Brilliant.
Last week, the duo went to Lachey's
grandmother's second wedding in
Cincinnati. It was an exodus from the glitz
and glamour of the couple's vista in
Hollywood: it was the Midwest
In one shot, the MTV camera captured
a peculiar sight along the Ohio River. Is

WEDNESDAY
As part of the college's Weeks of Welcome events, the
Film and Video Department is screening last year's undergraduate and graduate student film festival in Room 302 of
the I I 04 Center, I I 04 S. Michigan Ave., at 6 p.m. For more
information on "Big Screen," call (3 I 2) 344-67 I 0.
The Latino Alliance will meet at 5 p.m. in the C-33 Spaces
Gallery of the 33 East Congress Parkway Building, 33 E.
Congress Parkway. A party is scheduled for 6 p.m.
The Academic Computing Department is sponsoring a
Geek Party in Room 405 of the Wabash Campus Building,
623 S. Wabash Ave. The 5 p.m. event features presentations
of departmental works and free T-shirts and pizza. For more
information call (312) 344-7526.

THURSDAY
Running through Oct. 4, choreographer Susan Marshall
will present two of her works ("Sleeping Beauty" and "Other
Stories") at the Dance Center, 1306 S. Michigan Ave. At 7
p.m. on Oct. 3, Marshall will discuss her choreography
before the performance. All shows are at 8 p.m. For more
information, call (3 I 2) 344-8300.
The multimedia presentation "Polka and Cultural
Resistance" is at the Chicago Cultural Center, 78 E.
Washington St., at 6 p.m.

FRIDAY
A screening of Afro-Punk is at 2 p.m. in the Hokin Hall
Theater in the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash
Ave. A discussion with the film's director, James Spooner,
will immediately follow the feature.
The Center for Instructional Technology is offering free
workshops to faculty members on the Jenzabar LMS module
at I 0 a.m. in Room 4 I 6 of the Wabash Campus Buildinfl, 623
S. Wabash Ave. Por more information call (3 I 2) 344-7 I 96.

If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, call the
Chronicle's news desk at (312) 344-7255.

that Soldier Field?
It seems that back in 2000, the taxpayers of Hamilton County, Ohio cut the ribbon on the $400 million Paul Brown
Stadium to house the Cincinnati Bengals.
Such lavish spending makes sense
there. The state of Ohio, for the uninitiated, is heavy football country. The game
was created here, the Football Hall of
Fame is here and there are two teams, all
in Ohio. Maybe that's why the people of
Cincinnati love their 65,000-seat, futuristic
stadium. Plus, the place was entirely taxpayer driven---{)nly a half a cent in sales
tax.
The weird part is that it looks a Jot like
the new Soldier Field, only better. Like the
Lake Michigan version, the stadium has a
passing resemblance to a large flying
saucer that somehow erroneously navigated to the Ohio/Kentucky border. Maybe
it's their proximity to the Bluegrass state,
but unlike Chicagoans, these guys like
their little UFO on the waterfront. In fact,
they really like it.
Too bad the same isn't true for our
Monsters of the Midway. Up here, the
new Soldier Field is a catastrophe. A $632
mill ion catastrophe. A catastrophic joke
for a site that Daniel Burnham wanted to
keep as "grass meadows."
It was Burnham's vision-the I 909
Plan for Chicag<>-that makes Chicago the
city that we know today. Burnham created
Grant Park and pushed hard for a contiguous lakefront. He believed in a melding of
green spaces and civic arenas. He believed
in public areas with trees and benches.
There's no better example of this than
the Museum Campus, where Burnham
paid careful attention to the placement of
the future Field Museum, Alder
Planetarium and Shedd Aquarium. It even

translated to the stadiums.
The original Municipal Stadium, for
example, framed a green space. With its
colonnades and horseshoe seating. the stadium was intended for civic events like
political rallies. The stadium played off the
other buildings in style and materials.
They worked together.
But that harmony didn't last long.
Meigs Field was constructed on
Northerly Island in the 1920s-obstructing Chicago's continuous lakefront
Municipal Stadium was renamed Soldier
Field and expanded a half dozen times.
Soon Burnham's Jakefront didn't fit his
plan.
That was until Mayor Daley closed
Meigs Field last March and bulldozed its
runways into Lake Michigan. He wanted
his lakefront back. He wanted it to look
like Burnham's Plan, Daley said. Little did
we know, Burnham's plan also called for a
massive flying saucer along the lakefront
In the interest of money, the Park
District, City Hall and Daley have allowed
a monstrosity on our Jakefront. While
Soldier Field Jacked even the basics of
modem amenities, the new stadium eradicates all of the old place's charm and
quaintness with stainless steel precision.
The colonnades are still there, as if part
of a Las Vegas Roman-themed casino, but
the city's soul is not. The new Soldier
Field looks just like the dozens of other
faceless fields around the country. The
only thing I know is that I won't have any
part of this faceless field when the Bears
face the Packers this week. No scalping
tickets or using my press pass to sneak in.
I couldn't back this eyesore!
In fact, I probably won' t even watch the
game on television.
I have rabbit ears, after all.

participate in a Q-and-A session in the
Hokin Annex of the Wabash Campus
Center, 623 S. Wabash Ave., at 6 p.m.
For more information, call (3 I 2) 3447472.

Ave. and a remodeled White Hen Pantry
at Harrison and South Dearborn streets.
The South Loop's first ATMs--both not
on campus-also made print.
In the same article, the Chronicle wrote
of a new tenant in the 33 E. Congress
Parkway Building- the MacCormac
Junior College. Columbia purchased the
entire building for $6.3 million in 1999.
Under the headline "Columbia's crazy
for Clinton," the Chronicle writes that
"Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton is the overwhelming favorite among 270" polled
Columbia students.

Faces, UPASSES and OASIS

Instructor pens film fest pick

•
Student UPASS photographs will not
be used on OASIS, the college's Internet
portal, according to an official with
Student Activities. The portal does have a
feature for student identification photos,
but students are responsible for uploading
the personal photo if they choose, said
Tanya King, an administrative assistant
with Student Activities.

•
A short film by instructor Joe Meno,
in the Fiction Writing Department, is
part of the 39th Chicago International
Film Festival.

OASIS, Part Duex
Today is the last day for UPASS pickup in Room 31 1 of
the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. For more
information, call (312) 344-7393.

2

•
A feature that will be added to the
college's Internet portal, OASIS, will
allow students to instantly confirm what
classes in their degree they have yet to
complete, according to Mark Kelly, vice
president of Student Affairs.
The feature, which could be added as
soon as next month, will serve as a checklist for degree-seeking students, Kelly
said.

Never too fast for FAFSA
•
The renewal application for the 20042005 Free Application for Federal Student
Aid Renewal begins this month. Students
can update their e-mail address, mailing
address and contact information at
www.fafsa.ed.gov to ensure proper notification of the renewal. For more information, call (800) 433-3243.

I wa.r a Mathiete Until I met Margo
will be shown at Landmark's Century
Centre Cinema, 2828 N. Clark St., on
Oct. 5 at 2:30 p.m ., on Oct. 7 at 4 : I 5
p .m. and on Oct. 16 at 7 p.m.

The ringmaster speaks
•
Columbia President Warrick L.
Carter said that this year's New Student
Convocation, which incidentally will

have a circus theme, will have "more
unique flavor" than ever.
The Oct. I 0 event is in the parking Jot
on the northeast comer of Harrison
Street and Wabash Avenue.
Organizers said they picked the theme
after realizing tents were the best alternative to holding the 5th annual event at
the Congress Plaza Hotel, which is experiencing a worker strike.
For more information, call (3 I 2) 3446840.

AccuWeather 7-da,.
for Cll.tcaao

to~ast

Not that we're counting
•
Only 84 more days until Christmas
break, Dec. 22.

Andy Richter learned here
•
Eric Leach, a I 998 Columbia graduate, is the second unit director of photography for the feature film Cabin F•ver,
which was released in Chicago this week.
Also in alumni news, Columbia graduate Andy Richter is developing a new sit·
com with NBC, Variety reported last
week.

Another alumnua new•
•
On Oct. 9, Columbia alumnus Ozier
Muhamma
• New York Times photoa·
rapher and Pulitzer Pritc-winncr- will

In the Oct. 11, 1112 edition•
On PBIIC two, the Chronicle writes of

the " many ohanacs in tho IDnd~oape
around Columbia," includin11 a new
Harold'a Chicken Shack at 636 S. WAbash

All r~- pro•kltd by
A«~\\IIIIIMrl- ~
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College approves pension plans

September 29, 2003
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Computer lab gets facelift

o Even under adopted plan, school official warns market ' not good right now' o Students still can't bring laptops to open labs
By Adam J. Ferington

NewsE(fuThe long battle looks to be over.
After nearly six months and a $9
million deficit in the pension fund
that effectively froze the financial
future of many of Co lum bia's fulltime faculty. With the retroactive
freeze enacted Jan . I, 2003 starting
to thaw, many of Columbia's faculty are optimistic.
"There 's s till some questions to
be answered, but the mechanics arc

there," said Paul Johnson, the former director of Human Resources.
"It's al most final. We just have to

finalize a provider."
Previous to I 979, Columbia did
not have a pension plan. The current plan was implemented by thenPresident Mirron Alexandroff, who
established a defined benefit plan,
which deposits money from the
employer into an invested account.

However, due to lowered interest
rates and fluctuations in the market, the plan leaves the recipients
open to the often unpredictable

tides and turns of the market, in
addition to cutting them out of the
decision making process altogeth·
er. Depending on the performance

of the market and changes in interest rates, the amount paid may vary
from year to year.
"The market is not good right
now," said Dennis J. Rich, chair of
the Arts, Entertainment and Media
Management Department. "The
question we were asking is, 'What
can I look forward to with my pension? ... the answer is retiring with

dignity."
Columbia employees, however,
arc not alone in their concerns over
retirement and pension plans.
Institutions across the country,

from

the smallest

venture

to

Fortune 500 companies have seen a

slow erosion in their benefit and
retirement packages.
The gap between amounts prom-

next three years were primary reasons behind the $9 million freeze,
Columbia has followed suit.
After scrutinizing the necessary

statistics, payment records, tenure
assessment and predicted interest
ra tes, Columbia has begun switch-

ing its

own pension plan to a

defined contribution plan as well.
Defined contribution- known as
a 403B plan-involves employees

in

the

Although

investment
holders

process.

of the

plan

assume a degree of risk, it also
allows them more Ocxibility in
their c hoices. Should their account
perform poorly, a 403B plan allows
them to effectively move their
funds to an investment that they
feel will better benefit them.

ised and amounts paid arc widen-

"With the new plan, we have

Charles Kushner/Chronicle

ing, as businesses cope with a wilting economy and unpredicted lay-

Soc ial Security, plus the new
(defined contri bution] plan, p lus
the $9 million," Rich said. "Next
year would be $11.5 million."
Through the new pension plan,
Columbia is taking steps to ensure
that every full -ti me employee will
be guaranteed a suitable retirement.
"We've come to the best possible

James Nierodzik, open lab technician, installing first set of eMacs
last week in the computer Jab at 600 S. Michigan Ave., Room 207.

One of Columbia's oldest and
most trafficked computer Jabs is
going through a major transforma-

the summer in the Underground
Cafe, located in the basement of the
building. Other tasks will have to
wait, which doesn' t seem to bothe r

solution in a reasonably uncomfort-

tion as new computers are installed
and computer use policies al ready in

some students, as they make due in

offs to sustain themselves as ail
economically viable body. To head
off any problems, many companies
have begun to switch over from a
defined benefit plan to a defined

contribution plan, which is the nonprofit version of a 40 I k plan.
Although budgeiary concerns for
the college, as well as a projected
Joss of nearly $30 million over the

able situation," Rich said.

Straight from Tel-Aviv to Columbia
o New exhibit at Book and Paper Arts Center honors Jewish culture
By lisa Balde

Managing Editor
Even as a child, William Gross was a
collector.
Playing cards, baseball cards, keys,
hotel soaps--it didn't maner.
It might not be a surprise, then, that
Gross' duplex loft apartment in Tel Aviv
is chock full of hundreds of relics representing the history of Judaic culture, art
and. customs- a section of which is
being temporarily housed at Columbia's
Book and Paper Arts Center, I I04 S.
Wabash Ave., second floor.
Nearly 200 pieces of the paper items
within his collection, some of which date
back to as early as I 493, will be shown
for the first time in the Book and Paper
Arts Center's newest exhibit, "Only On
Paper: Six Centuries of Judaica from the
Gross Family Collection."
"When you have quantities of material," Gross said of his continuously grow-

ing collection, "the material really
shapes itself."
This I74-item showcase, which
includes such paper Judaic particulars as
maps, calendars and books, will be
shown exclusively at Columbia.
This is the only time Gross has shown
his paper-based collection to such a large
extent, he said. Much of the items
included are usually hidden in his apartment to protect them from light.
Gross stressed that these items in the
collection, staples within Jewish history,
wouldn't normally be viewed in a museum. They aren't displayed that way, as a
result, he said.

"We're not trying to showcase these

like a Rembrandt painting," Gross said.
"Much of the printed material was even
relatively inexpensive [during the time it
was produced]. We're not trying to convey that these things are to be hung in the

Louvre."
According to Bill Drendel, the director of the Book and Paper Arts Center,
this exhibit is one of the most distinguished he has ever seen at Columbia.
"I think we're very, very lucky," he
said. "Everyone that comes just can't
believe it."
Gross and Drendel agree that the story
of how Gross' collection was introduced
to Columbia was just as auspicious and

coincidental.
Gross happened to be having lunch
with his wife 's cousin one day when the

conversation somehow shifted into
Gross' collection hobbies and his massive array of Jewish artifacts.
Gross pulled out his laptop where he
conveniently has a picture database of

each item he owns and his audience was
astounded.
The cousin-in-Jaw Gross was lunching with also happened to be Columbia
board of trustees member Marcia Lazar,

who, according to Gross, wanted to
show his assortment of collectibles at
Columbia.
''The idea of the exhibit was to explain
the core history of book and paper arts
through these items," Gross said.
Drendel traveled to Gross' home in
Israel to choose which items he wanted
to include in the exhibit last Christmas.
He was astounded at how packed the
apartment was with fascinating articles
of the past.
There were flat files and cabinets and
a library on the balcony, Drendel said.
"His knowledge is staggering,"
Drendel said. "[For] every piece, he
could tell you the date and who did it.
"There were a lot of things that 1
would've loved to have shown, but they

weren't on paper," he said.

Detail of a Ketubah, a marriage
contract from late 18th century.

It ended up serving a twofold purpose,
Gross pointed out, that will be able to
teach audiences the importance of these
items as they are relevant to Judaica, as
well as how they physically represent the
transformation of papermaking.
Gross has shaped the collectionand vice versa- for nearly 40 yeors.
Whi Je the fact that he owns such a
span of work is fairly well known, he
said, the paper aspect of the collection is still ·quite hidden.
This is true for good reason.
When looking at the pages of Gross'

A chained Bible from 1536 is
one of 174 items on display.
displayed, opened books, the ink and
colors look strikingly bright. The pages,
themselves, also seem to resemble the
whiteness of those of a current New
York limes best selling paperback.
An observation such as this is largely
due to how the paper of a I 7th century
Bible, for example, was printed-a common tidbit that could initially seem irrelevant, but is crucial to this exhibit.
According to Drendel, the pages of
such items were printed on linens, or
rags, without any chemicals or acid. It
wasn't until after the 19th century paper
was made with acid, an element that
causes paper to deteriorate at such a
'staggering pace.
If Gross' paper documents were made
out of the paper that is commonly produced today, they wouldn't be viewable.
Now the collection can be viewed on
an interactive CD-ROM coordinated by
Drendel with the center's web master
and a variety of Columbia's programming and design professionals to put
together an interactive CD-ROM to sell
during the exhibit.
The disc allows the viewer to not only
see every piece of Gross' paper collection, but to read a full description of it
and to even hear Gross talk about it. •
Drendel said he expects a huge
turnout for the exhibit, a showcase that
has already gonen mainstream media
attention. On Thursday, Sept. I8, "Only
on Paper'' served as a feature for the
WTTW
newsmagazine,
Chicago
Tonight.
The exhibit will run fiom Sept. 22 to
Dec. I 3 at the Book and Paper Arts
Center, I I04 S. Wabash Ave, second
floor.

By Fernando Oiaz

Assisiallt News Edilor

place at other labs on campus are
adopted.
The computer Jab on the second
Ooor of the A lexandroff Campus
Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave., won't
be prepared to serve students until
early October, according to Joe
Vladic, director of the Information
Technology Department.
T he six-year old computers that
fill ed the space are being taken out
so t hat new eMacs and Dell PCs can
take their place.
"It wasn't tair to students who
have class in this building t o work
on sub-par equipment while the
kids in I I 04 (S. Wabash Ave.] have
all new equipment with all sorts of
software," said James Nierodzik,
w ho oversees the three open Jabs.
T he ins tallation of eMacs began
last Thursday, but V lad ic is still
considering which model of PCs to
fit under the Jab's countertops.
"The old PCs will be in usc until
the new ones get here," V ladic said.
When the Jab's new setup is completed, t he re will be SO com puters

available; an even split between
Macintos h and PC systems.
The software will include the latest versions of Adobe Photoshop,
Illustrator, and Pagemaker, as well
as the Microsoft Office 200 I Suite.

At present, the scanners that were
available last year have been
removed, and there will be no shared
network folde r that students can save
their work to, according to V ladic.
Students w ill still be able to save
to a desktop folder but are encouraged to bring a disk.
As in the other labs, a 250MB Zip
Drive will be connected to each

workstation.
Also, printing will be managed by
GoPrint, an automated system
already in p lace at the other two Jabs.
Once students are a llowed back
in, food and drink will be permitted
but laptops w ill not. The Jab will

open at 8 a.m., an hour earlier than
last year, and will close a t 10 p.m.
The Apple computers will function on Operating System 9 until

Nierodzik is able to iron out some
security issues.
Vladic said he wants to upgrade
to Operating System X if "reliable
Jockdown" is possible. They will
"only go to OS X" if "we can be
confident that it w ill be a system
that won't be tampered with."
Besides the I 5 computers in the
Internet Cafe, I I 04 S. Wabash Ave.,
that have Final Draft 6.0, a scriptwriting application, the same software
will be available on all open Jab computers on campus. Students can currently access e-

mail at the Alexandroff Campus

Center from six PCs setup during

other ways.
"I used them to add and drop
classes," said Joey Teeling, a sec-

ond-year vocal performance major,
after Jogging out o f his e-mail from
one of the Underground's comput-

ers. With no Internet access at
home, he checks his account from
there regularly.
"There a lways seems to be one of
[the computers] open," Teeling said.

The improvements are catching
some students by surprise. With no
mention of the changes posted on
OASIS, the college's online portal,
those who try to use the Jab are greeted by a lone sign and a locked door.
Joe Delacruz walked away when
he saw the sign in the window of
the lab directing him to the two
other Jabs.
Delacruz sa id he "was just try ing
to kill time" between classes.
The Information Technology
Department dec ided to upg rade the
Alexandroff Campus Center, a t a
cost of $90,000, shortly after the
fiscal year 2004 budget was
a pproved in Septem ber, Vladic
said.
V ladic cited "its central locatio n
and its availability to all students"
as the main reasons for fina lly
updating the lab.
Students can eat and d rink in the
lab, but personal laptops will not be
permitted . Last year's policy of
checking into the lab with a c urrent
Columbia 1D is a lso history.
The Information Technology
Department has stead ily increased
the number of computers availabl e

to students across campus since last
year, s pending almost $200,000 in

improvements.
This is the last major improvement for the foreseeable future said
Vladic.
Early in the spring 2003 semester,
Information
Technology
unve iled the Internet Cafe in the
I I 04 Center, I I 04 S. Wabash Ave.,

to a warm response from students .
It was the first time a wide range
of software was available outside
of a departmental computer Jab
s ince Academic Computing closed
the doors of its Jab on the fourth
Ooor of the Wabash Campus
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave., to
the general public.
By the end of the semester, work
had been completed on a 24-hour
Jab in the Residence Center, 73 I S .
Plymouth Court. Equipped to match
the Internet Cafe with banks of
computers (eMacs and Dell PCs),
the need to change the outdated
equipment in the lab at the
Alexandroff
Campus
Center

became more apparent.
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Library unwires Web
o Five floors of wireless Internet access by semester's end
throughout the floor.
The library is taking a page from
the growing trend in Internet
access that is being cstabl ished in
such public places as coffee shops
and airports.
By the end of October, w hen the
staff hopes to complete the conversion, the library will serve a s
Columbia's sole " hotspot"- five
floors of free wireless Internet

By Fernando Dlaz
Assistant News EQ!or
The library has put the college's
first wireless Internet access point
fo; students into place.
During this semester, the staff
hopes to establish what in the past
has taken years to build: a new
compute r network.
This time, the bulky desktop
computers are being scrapped in
favor of sleek access points.
The units arc slightly larger than
textbooks an d weigh a bout the
same. What they offer is a way to
connect to the Interne t by beaming
radio s ignals - from laptops to
access points and patrons from the
library to the Internet.
There is currently one access
point installed on the second floor
of the library in the Libra ry
Instructi on Room, across from the
Weisman Room on the cast side of
the South Campus Building, 624 S.
·
Wabash· Ave .
Installation of the remaining access
points is pending electrical wiring by
Building Services.
Once proper wiring is comp leted, the first access point will be
moved behind the reference desk
where its range should extend

At that point, wireless Internet
access shou ld be available fro m
anywhere in the library.
"Theoretically, it works," said
Jessica Alverson, the library's
electronic resource librarian. S he
is eager to get the process rolling,
but acknowledged that they are
waiting on Building Services to
handle the wiring. "We' ve asked
them to make us their top priority,"
she said.
Since last year, library administrators have intended to get the
Internet to float through its halls. A
project proposal was submitted a
year and a half ago.
Because of security policy, none
of the computers in the library arc
set up to save persona l documents .
Students who are doing research
must e-mail documents to them-

Residence Life

Continued from Front Page

"The parents who are paying the bill
very often won't send their son or
daughter to Columbia because the
thought of them being in the big city
when they're 18 (makes them] uncomfortable," he said.
And for many years, that group of
nonbig city types was increasing- 33
percenl of incoming freshmen in 200 I
were from areas outside metro
Chicago. That trend, however, appears
to have stopped. According to preliminary data set for release next week by
the Office of Planning and Institutional
Research, this year 's number of
enrolled freshmen from outside
Chicago is down nearly 9 percent from
last year.
That number may reflect the sheer
demand for housing on campus. With
the vast majority of incoming freshmen opting to live in the dorms, the
waiting list sometimes tops 350,
Oakes said. When it comes down to it,
having a place to stay is the deal
breaker for prospective students from
outside the area.
Kelly said tha t the decrease shows
"just how difficult it is for a fresh man outs ide of metropolitan
Chicago to come to Columbia without adequate housi ng.
" Most colleges would consider it an
unrealistic expectation that freshmen
could even consider" moving to school
without a place to stay, Kelly said.
Most colleges, it turns out, have a
variety of plans in terms of how students a rc housed. Other urban
schools-like Boston and Georgetown
uni versicics- rcquire all incoming
freshmen to live in student housing.
New York University students, in
Manhattan, are given the option.
Locally, freshmen at the University of
Illinois at Chicago and Roosevelt
University can choose on- or off-<:am pus
housing. Meanwhile, Loyola Uniwrsity's
first and second year students must live in
its residence life system.
While there arc no concrete data, an
offic ia l with the National Association
of College and University Residence
Halls said that the " vast majority" of
schools require students to live on
campus their first year.
With calling a dorm the norm for
many first year students, Oakes said
she doesn't think freshmen will expect
anything different at Columbia.
"You get more out of the college
experience living on campus," she said.
"Versus living in [an] apartment off
campus where you have no connection

to anyone."

access.

o How one on-campus program changes habits
By Dominick Basta

selves for later use. Their goal is to
allow word processing for patrons.
" That is the one long-term proj-

ect," Alverson said.
There are currently 43 computers that are only for Internet use,
but recent ly 18 laptops were purc hased for use in the Library
Instruction Room.
The recent additions a re intended solely for the use of students
attend ing the library instruc tio n
sessions, but there is a chance they
may be loaned out in the future,
Alverson said.
Recognizing its place as the centra l research building for the entire
college, insta ll ing wire less capacity for the Internet is obvio us.
For a fraction of the price of the
o rig ina l computers, they can
enable more than 2,000 users to
connect through the four planned

access points.
The library has chosen to implement the 802. 11 b frequency,
because "it is the accepted standard," Alverson sa id.
The access points should work
through the floors, Alverson said.
They have already received
many questions about w hether the
library was equipped for wireless
Internet access.

"lt,dot$o't pertaio to me; so 1
don't ca:re.''
- MorianM Lyles,
Senior,
Broadcast Jour11lllism

,"1 doo't tlllok it's a very
10od idea. l 1ii'OUidD'I WaDI to

live ill tile dorau. There's uo
space."
~~-

- Mike Kane,
Fm/JI!Ian,
Fiction Writing "

~'They

Kick your own butts

sholll.d have a dolce

for apal1melltl.'' ···
- Julian Harvey,

Fre:bl!ltm,
M.qic and B~mw

Management ·

· "W• aeluall)' fine. Moll

reqatre your first year you
camp111. It pn you a cbaaee
~nee( other fredablaa."

ConlrilutilgWrilec
This fall, Columbia's Student Health
Center will be offering a free, six-week
smoking cessation program for all
Columbia students who wish to kick
their smoking habit for good.
"We're really excited about having
this program on campus and hoping to
get a lot of good feedback," said Gina
Consolino, resident nurse of the
Student Health Center, 731 S.
Plymouth Court.
In July, Consolino and other members of the health center staff were
asked to ancnd training for the
American Lung Association's Freedom
from Smoking Program, a six-week
workshop that offers programs and
services to help students quit smoking.
The classes, each about an hour in
length, will begin Oct. 7 at I p.m.
Classes are free and will be held in
Room 3 14 of the Wabash Campus
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
The Freedom from Smoking
Program consists of seven sessions, one
per week (except week three in which
there are two sessions), to help students
rid themselves of the harmful effects of
smoking.
All students who visit the health center are asked if they smoke when they
come in for an appointment.
"Based on the number of students
I've seen here, I'd say maybe 50 percent smoke," said Consolino. "Many
students don't even consider themselves smokers, even though they admit
to smoking socially."
The workshop itselfis free; there is a
pre-screening to determine whet\ler or
not the student is ready to quit smoking.
Orientation, or session one, will lay out
the fundamental tools smokers need in
order to quit.
According to the ALA's Website,
www.lungusa.org, almost 28 percent of
young people age 18 to 24 smokes. The
ALA said quining smoking is a twostep process that includes overcoming
the physical addiction to nicotine and
breaking the smoking habit.

UPASS

Many students who visit the center
take the "do-it-later" stance, said
Consolino , on quining smoking, saying, "Well, I' ll quit when I graduate."
"In response to that," Consolino
said, "I always tell students that life
doesn't become any less stressful after
you graduate."
Consoli no said she and other staff at
the health center are willing to work
w ith students to decide which smoking
cessation method wi II work best for
them.

"Smokers have different experiences
when they quit. Many different treatments are out there: nicotine patches,
Zyban, acupuncture, etc. But what
works for one person, may not work for
another," Consolino said. "It's all very
individually-based, and that's why we
at the health center are here to work
with students to see which method
works best for them."
Although the classes themselves are

free, any adjunctive treatments, such as
nicotine patches or Zyban, would not
be. Staff at the Student Health Center is
open to talking with students about
which method is most likely to work
with their budget and lifestyle. In addition, Consolino said the Freedom from
Smoking Program can be completed
successfully without adjunctive treatment; students will leafTl breathing
exercises, behavioral changes, as well
as alternatives to traditional stop-smoking therapies.
Consolino encourages any students,
whether they smoke or have friends
who are smokers to check out the program.
"Quining smoking is so important, if
not for the direct health benefits, then
because of the harms of secondhand
smoke," Consolino said.
"Think of your neighbors, your
friends, your pets. Not to mention that
most students are on a budget and could
save themselves an extra $ 1,000 to
$3,000 per year."
For more information about the
Freedom from Smoking Program call
the Student Health Center for details at
(312) 344-6830.

Continued from Front Page

inform them exactly how many
UPASSes must be preprinted.
Col um bia was not able to co nfirm tha t amount, because a virus
had shut down the school's computers for an entire day, school
o ffici a ls said.
Columbia officia ls determined
preprinte d passes wou ldn' t be
ready two days before they were
schedul ed for distribution. In the
pas t, U PA SScs fo r returning s tude nts were ready during the fi rst
week, leaving only a fraction o f
Co lumbia El ride rs need ing to be
photographed .
Last week, lines often spiraled
from the third fl oor of the Wabash
Campus Building, 623 S. Wabas h
Ave ., to the fi rs t floo r Hok in
Annex in the same build ing.
The line on the first day of distribution, Sept. 19, filled the third
floor within hours; a potential fire
hazard when the line wound down
the staircase.
Tickets were distributed in the
Hokin Annex, whi le staff advised
s tudents to wai t in th e Hok in
Annex or come bac k later. Amid
the con fu s ion, some stude nts were
una wa re they had to receive ticke ts jus t to wait in line .
There were many insta nces in
w hich students fo ll owing th e
o riginal d irecti ons issued throug h
the mail proceeded to go directly
to the third fl oor only to wait in
line or be to ld to obtain a ticket in
the Hokin Annex downstairs.
Student Services staff had trouble handling the ove rflow in an
orderly manner, adding to the ire
of students.
" I a m thoroughly disgusted,"
sa id sophomore film s tudent
Quiana A l- ls lam . She said s he
was upset by the confus ion of the
new procedure and beli eves

noti ces should have been sent to
students beforehand .
Junior marke ting student Betty
Huang had one comment for
C olumbia offi c ials: "Fix it, it's
ridiculous."
A link on the Website informed
students tha t preprinted passes
were unavailable, and pictures
would be re-taken, forewarn ing of
long lines.
There were originally three
cameras se t up on Friday and college staff quick ly took ste ps to try
a nd alleviate student fru stration .
Food and c offee were offered to
those waiting in the H okin Annex,
addit iona l staff were pull ed from
various departments to help coordinate efforts to kee p line s fl o win g, and more equipment was
re quested fro m CTA . Offic ial s
eventua lly added two more cameras, inc reas ing the final number
to five.
The cameras, printe rs and passes arc all property of the CTA ,
there fore on ly CTA employees
were working the cameras. CTA
employees worked eight- to ninehour shifts.
Dean of Students Sharon
Wi ls on-Tay lor and Director of
Student Activities Sheila Carter,
sa id that by the spring 2004
se mes te r, the computer system
will have been fully integrated.
Everyone who took a picture
this semes ter s ho uld have a
preprinted UPASS ready fo r pick
up at the start o f next semester.
Carter wants students who arc not
able to pi c k up a UPASS during ·
sc hedule d times to go to Room
3 13 of the Wabash Campus
Bu ilding with a picture or one can
be taken with a digital came ra.
The pic ture wil l be sent to the
CTA for late processing.
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Weeks of Welcome Career Fair
A Weeks of Welcome program

II September 29 - October 10

Strapped for cash?
Need a new gig that fits your Fall schedule?
Just plain tired of your current job?
Employers seeking student workers will be visiting campus to meet you and accept your resume/application
during September and October. New employers will be added throughout the Weeks of Welcome, so check
the career center website, www.colum.edu/careers/weeksofwelcome.

Monday, September 29
Hilton Chicago: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Seeking various Part-Time and Full-Time Hotel and Restaurant
positions www.hilton.com
City of Chicago: 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Primarily seeking Public Service internship candidates, including
interns specializing in design, management, marketing, public
relations. and cultural affairs. www.cityofchicago.org

Tuesday, September 30
Old Navy (State Street): 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Seeking to fill retail, asst. mgr.. and visual merchanaising
positions.
www.oldnavy.com
Potbelly: 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Seeking to fill positions in most of their downtown Chicago
locations.
www.potbelly.com

Audio and Acoustic Arts, Dance, Writers, Marketing, Promotions,
Public Relations and Music Management.
www.teenpatrolrecords.com

Monday, October 6
Kinko's on Clybourn: Noon to 5 p.m.
Seeking employees for the 2300 N. Clybourn location of Kinko's.
Knowledge of computer hardware, software, networking and/or
printing helpful.
www.kinkos.com
AFLAC: 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Seeking various part-time employees for their downtown offices
as well as intern candidates.
www.aflac.com

Tuesday, October 7
Seville Staffing: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Seeking candidates for office/administration temp assignments
www.sevillestaffing.com

Wednesday, October·1
IT Resource Center: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Seeking Part-Time tutors, instructors, computer lab monitors,
and general IT-support folks in areas including digital video,
graphic design and web design.
www.itresourcecenter.org

Thursday, October 2
Food Team: 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Staffing firm seeking candidates for short- and long-term
placement in the food and hospitality industry.
www.rifood.com
Illinois Dept of Human Services: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Seeking those interested in State of Illinois positions oriented
towards the social services. Also seeking computer-oriented
IT/MIS candidates.
www.dhs.state.il.us

Friday, October 3
Boys and Girls Clubs of Chicago: 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Seeking program aides. work-study aides. interns. and
volunteers for educational positions (including teaching art,
photography, design, etc).
www.bgcc.org
Teen Patrol Records: 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Seeking to fill more than 15 internships-unpaid-for a new urban
music industry talent developer. Interns are needed in the following areas: Graphic Design, Film!Video Production, Animation,

Wednesday, October 8
Banner Personnel: 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Seeking candidates for various temp office/admin positions.
www.bannerpersonnel.com
Hyatt of Printer's Row: 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Seeking banquet staff, bartenders, room service staff, front desk
staff, and reservations agents.
www.printersrow.hyatt.com

Thursday, October 9
Food Team: 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
.
Staffing firm seeking candidates for short- and long-term
placement in the food and hospitality industry.
www.rifood.com

Friday, October 10
College Park Communities: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Seeking Resident Assistants (RAs) for the new residence center
being built at 2 E. 8th Street.

The Career Center for Arts & Media

312.344.7280
www.colum.edu/careers
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$7.75
Student Rate
A.M. or P.M.
Also Visit our two other locations:
722 S. Wabash $7.75 and 11 E. Balbo ~ $7.75

a welcome-back party
Wednesday October 8 * 7 - llpm
Hokin Annex * 623 S. Wabash

'food*dj s
dar1cing
Sponsored by the Student Organization Council & Urban Fusion
(both divisions of Student Affairs & funded by student activity fees)

Be one of the 17 to 24
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Students awaiting visa
approval reluctant.to
enter United States
o Some foreign students say waiting months for visas makes U.S. seem unfriendly
returned to the United States on Dec. 5. more trouble obtaining visas, they
When Baswedan applied for his might choose other countries in which
visa, he was surprised to find the form to study. The United States could feel
was not as detailed as he' had expected the brunt of the revenue loss in about
(U-WIRE) DEKALB, Ill. - A year it to be. This was before the institution five to I 0 years, Baswedan said.
ago, Anies Baswedan was stuck in his of SEVIS, which is a database that
Delays in visa processing may not
native Indonesia, away from his fami- holds information on all -foreign stu- be just at the-federal level. Over the
ly and work at Northern Illinois dents studying in the United States.
past year, institutions of higher educaUniversity, while waiting for the
Baswedan said even though the tion have had to enter every foreign
United States to approve his visa.
process was tedious, he understood the student's information into SEV!S. No
This tale is not uncommon among theory behind the U.S.'s plan. He said student's visa will be approved if his or
foreign students today. When a foreign he did not mind getting reviewed, her information is not in the database.
student tries to enter the counuy now,
because the government has to know
Deborah Pierce, the executive direche or she must be entered into SEVIS, who is coming into the country.
tor of International Programs, said
the Student and Exchange Vis itor
However, he said he does have a Illinois had to play catch-up this sumInformation System, before applying problem with the amount of time it mer to enter all of its returning and new
for a visa." Baswedan said this process takes the United States to process foreign students' information.
makes wanting to enter the United information before issuing a visa.
The deadline for institutions to have
States much less appealing.
"It is not the tracking that is the all of the information entered in SEV!S
"It creates an image that the U.S. is problem, it is the uncertainty," he said. was midnight on Aug. I. Pierce said
no longer friendly," he said.
He said the government needs to tell that to meet the deadline, she had to
Baswedan is a graduate research people how long it will take for the work four 16-hour days. SEV!S's
assistant for the College of Education's visa to be processed so plans can be computer system lacked the capacity
Office of Research, Evaluation and made far enough in advance. The time to hold all the information that was
Policy Studies. He went back to his visa processing takes causes a lot of being entered across the country, and it
homeland in July 2002 to do a pre- problems for people, because they end
often craShed.
research observation for his disserta- up being detained as their status is
About 900 foreign students attend
tion. What he expected to be about a pending.
Illinois universities and 850 of them
six-week stay in Indonesia ended up
From a U.S. perspective, Baswedan had to be entered into SEV!S before
lasting about five months.
said, the meas= the COJil1try is taking Aug. I, Pierce said. The government
The day after Baswedan arrived in have a good purpose, but the process
issues many different types of visas,
Indonesia, he applied for his visa to needs to be much faster. A lot of the
and only certain visa holders are
return to the United States. About a problems tend to happen because of
required to be registered on SEV!S.
month later, he checked his visa's sta- computer malfunctions. The people
Before the 9/11 attacks, foreign stutus, only to find out it hadn't been whose status was delayed most often
dent tracking was not as involved as it
processed yet. Baswedan was sup- were from predominantly Muslim
is today.
posed to return to the United States in countries.
"Back then, it was assumed a stuAugust 2002.
The unfriendly image the United dent was making progress toward his
August came and went . with States might be creating for itselfcould or her degree," Pierce said.
Baswedan still waiting for the U.S. to be what causes the country to lose revToday, Illinois has to prove that a
process his visa. He wasn't the only enue from foreign students. According foreign student is full time, unless he
person caught in a predicament like to the American Association of
or she has authorization otherwise.
that, he said. About 3,000 other Collegiate Registrars and Admissions
If all foreign student data aren't
Indonesians were waiting for their Officers, the United States generated
recorded on SEVIS prior to the semesvisas to be approved.
about S 12 billion in revenue from for- ter, Illinois could lose its ability to
After months of checking the U.S. eign students during the 2001-2002
enroll some foreign students.
Embassy's Web site for an update on academic year. This money included
his visa, Baswedan fma!ly received the students' tuition and living expenses.
approval in November 2002 and
Because foreign students arc having

Bv Jamie Swanson
Nof1hem Star (No!them frllois U.)

Hot or not: new Web site allows
students to rate their professors
0 Students now have outlet to rate professors good, average or poor
By Tdnesha Jones

Nof1hem Slar (Na!hem .-as U.)
(U-WIRE) DEKALB , Ill. Northern Illinois Univers ity communication professor Matt Swan
doesn' t think of himself as a stud
muffin. But according to five students who evaluated him at
www.ratcmyprofessor.com, he is

definitely H-0 -T- hot .
Ratemyprofessor.com is a website that gives students the opportunity to comment anonymous ly on
classes and teachers. Students can
evaluate professors on easiness ,
helpfulness, clarity and of course,
hotness.
Swan is nattered that his students
enjoy his class and think he is
attractive.
"I try to interact as much as I can
with students so I know what material is being understood," Swan
said. " I also try to usc humor as
much as I can, becauae I find that to
be an entertaining way to present
material that I am trying to get
through to my students."

Judy Santacaterina, an adviser for
the university's Liberal Arts and
Sciences Department and Swan's
wife, was also rated for her hotness
on the website.
"It is interesting and fun. But I
think I would be a little more concerned about how much the students
learn in my class," Santacaterioa
said. "I think it is a fun thing, but I
think I would be more concerned
with my teacher evaluations. I really take to heart what those things
say."
After geography professor Lesley
Rigg learned about the Web site, she
was intrigued with what the students said about her teaching style.
"This is a location where students
can be bluntly honest," Rigg sa id.
"It's also a place where students can
go and find out what professors arc
good to have and what profc,ors
you may want to avoid . I um happy
that students like my class. That is
definitely one of the goula ."
Rigg said her clau tends to be
very casual, but it's not to be mistaken fur easy. What she really likes

is that whether her class has I 0 people or 330, they can sti ll feel like
they can come and talk to her.
More than 330 Northern lllinois
Univers ity professors are on the site
listed in alphabetical order. In addition to categories for easiness, helpfulness and clarity, there also is a
category for the overall quality of
the teacher's ability. Students also
are given a chance to make extra
comments.
Ratings consist of good, overage
and poor quality ratings. The Web
s ite lists the 'professor's nome,
department and overall rating they
received by the students who graded
them.
History professor Gabe Logan
thinks his students who think he is
attractive is a clear demonstration of
objectivity.
"There ore a lot of people who
don 't like me, so I think it Is onesided," Logan said.
More than 3,000 schoo ls In the
nation have rated professors on the
website.

Southern Dlinois U.
graduation rates
near bottom of state
0

University officials believe the type of students they serve is the cause

Bv Andy Horoozy
Daly Egyptian (Southern llilo6 U.)
(U-WJRE) CARBONDALE, !!I.Only two out of five freshmen
enrolled at Southern ll!inois University
this fall will graduate from the university within six years, one.of the lowest
graduation rates among Illinois public
universities.
The graduation rate, · which
Chancellor Walter Wendler said has
remained steady for decades, is currently 39 percen~ according to an
NCAA study that began during the
1996-97 ·academic year. The study
detailed the graduation rates for the
student population compared to student-athletes, which showed lllinois
student-athletes graduate at a rate 18
percent higher than the rest of the student body.
Of the 4,745 freshmen who entered
ll!inois in 1996, slightly less than 40
percent received a degree over a sixyear period, a number Wendler said is
not representative of the university's
situation.
'This is a university that caters to a
lot of different areas," he said. "We
have a lot of nontraditional students
that have to fmd a way to balance
worlc: and family as well as school,
and that can bring down that average."
While it currently hovers 20 percent below the 59 percent national
average and trails several of its peer
institutions, the university is taking
anything but an apathetic approach
tojoYllfd the graduation of its students,
Wendler said.
"It is true that it's always noated

somewhere between 38 percent and
40 percent, but our ultimate goal is to
get to 60 percent. We'd like to see a lot
more students who start here complete
their degree in six years, preferably
four."
lllinois topped the list of state
schools with an 80 percent graduation
rate, followed by Eastern lllinois
University at 66 percent, recently
named one of the top Midwest public
universities by U.S. News and World
Report, and Illinois State University at
57 percent.
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
and Enrollment Management Larry
Dietz is spearheading the effort to
boost the university's graduation rate,
which is already in full swing. The
university was recently the recipient
of a grant from the Department of
Education, which Dietz said would go
toward a plan to increase retention.
"We're in the process of forming a
team of faculty and students to help
write the plan, which we hope to continue on a yearly basis," Dietz said.
"Hopefully, this will serve as a
launching pad for some of the other
programs that are already underway."
The university has already taken
several steps to curb its retention
dilemma, Dietz said, with the most
prominent examples being the Center
for Basic Skills, the Saluki Advantage
Program and the course University
I 0 I, designed to help undecided
freslimen chart a career path.
In addition to targeting freshmen,
Bartlett said a school must remain
active in its pursuit of transfer students.

Northwestern works to
keep viruses off campus
0 Blaster infects computers creating delay in productivity
By Andy Nelson
Daly NOfthweslem (NOfthweslem U.)
(U-WIRE) EVANSTON, Ill. Computer viruses like Blaster
wormed
their
way
through
~orthwestem University machines
this summer, but university officials
say new precautions will impede the
pests' progress.
Northwestern's networlc: contracted
·the Blaster worm and a related virus
in mid-August. Tom Board, the director of Technology Support Services,
said that more than I ,000 computers
were affected.
Although few computers actually
lost data, the virus cost the university
in productivity.
"A lot of things that would have
gotten done before the end of August
dido 't get done because people had to
work on this instead," Board said.
Projects delayed by the virus
included the installation of new computers and updates on the university's
television chaMel.
Worm viruses spread by manipulating procedures computers normally
use to communicate witll each 'other.
. These procedures sometimes allow
one machine to impose a piece of
code on another, but the operation
normally is sccun:. Blaster uses these
procedures to tell other computers to
request a copy of the virus code. As a
computer spends more of its
rcsourc:c, to spread copies of Blaster,
it becomes slower or loses some of its
functloru.
"It was not easy to determine
whether a computer was affected just
by looking atlt," Board said.
But he also said that the university

was lucky because its student population is low in August, when the virus
was released.
"If what happened in the early part
of August had occurred in the early
part of October when all the students
arc here, it would have been an
. extraordinarily serious problem," he
said.
Now Information Technology is
taking precautions to make sure no
one brought the worm to school. In
addition to e-mail updates over the
summer, users will encounter new

safeguards when they first log on to
the networlc:. After receiving a NetiD
and password, a program scans the
user's computer for virus risks. If the
computer lacks the latest software or
virus definitions, the program will tell
users where to download them-and
pn:veot them from using the network
·
until they do so.
Board said it is essential to guard
computers down to 'the last user.
"We're only as strong as the weakest link," he said. "We have to protect
the networlc: from ourselves."
But as dorms re-opened their doors
Sept. 19, Board said most students
logging on to the network had already
prepared their computers. About 500
machines received new software
patches that day, he said.
Jeff Rles, a freshman, said he
encountered a message that his computer was vulnerable, but he simply
installed anti-virus software and
moved on.
Melinda Russia!, a music junior
and a Macintosh user, said she wasn' t
worried about Blaster, because MIICS

arc Immune.
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Transsexuals file :freshmen stress prompts

fiVe claims against~~~ .~~~~";~?~n,;~~~~~~s
author, instructor
about I,200 undergraduates. Eight to
I 0 students went to hospitals for psychiatric treatment.
In the past, three or four Dallas stuIRVING, Texas-The
young dents were hospitalized per year, said
woman in the prom dress scrubbed Fred Zuker, the school's vice presiher clothes repeatedly in · the dorm dent and dean of student services.
laundry room, mumbling to herself Many students came to school with
about fmishing a master's thesis.
diagnosed mental illnesses, but others
But the 18-year-old had neither a simply succumbed to more stress than
prom to attend nor a master's thesis to they could handle.
homosexual and autogynephilic. write. She was a University of Dallas
Freshmen tend to be in the worst
Autogynephilia " is sexual attraction freshman who had two weeks left straits, and college seniors, who worry
to, and love of, the idea of oneself before finals.
about what's next after graduation,
as a woman," Bailey wrote on his
She was experiencing freshman come in second on the stress scale,
Web site.
stress to the extreme, a problem that's Zuker said.
Some transsexuals disagree with not new but getting more attention
Christina Dammen, an 18-year-old
those classifications.
Deirdre than ever.
University of Dallas freshman from
McCloskey, a professor. of e~onom
Universities everywhere are taking San Francisco, is working six hours a
ics, history and English at the steps to identifY and help troubled stu- week. After about a month of college,
University of Illinois at Chicago, dents and to teach all students how to she said she's already stressed and
who co-wrote one complaint, said cope emotionally and physically so shon on sleep from juggling fun, work
Bailey's book hurts transsexuals by the pressure of college doesn't drive and classes. She goes to bed about 2 or
depicting some of them as sexual them out of school or into mental ill- 3 a.m., and then must get up for an 8
fetishis ts.
ness.
a.m. class.
"He's hun ing with this book hunThis year, the University of Dallas
"There's a lot of reading, plus
dreds of thousands of gender in Irvin started training resident assis- there's the fact that it's one big sleepcrossers worldwide, because he's Jants to help students. Other universi- over," bammen said. "People are
saying, 'Look, they're driven by ties have added counselors and nutri- coming into your room constantly."
sex, sex, sex. They're men, men, tionists.
Colleges have long needed to do
men,"' McCloskey said.
"A lot of colleges used to have the more to respond to freshman stress,
Another argument of some attitude with students, 'If you don't do said Linda Sax, an associate professor
claimants is that Bailey left out sto- i~ that's your problem,"' said Karen of education at the University of
ries that did not match the book's Levin Coburn, an assistant vice chan- California at Los Angeles. Sax contheory of two types of transsexuals. cellor for students at Washington ducts an annual survey of freshmen. A
In addition to meeting the trans- University in St. Louis and author of · recent study of 3,680 students from
sexuals featured in the book, Bailey Letting Go: A Parents' Guide to about 50 colleges indicated that stualso invited some of them to speak Today "s College Experience.
dents' sense of emotional well-being
in his human sexuality class. Two
"Now, there's much more of an ani- declined through the freshman y~ar.
of the those issuing complaints tude, ' We've brought you here, and
"Absolutely, we need to pay more
allege they wer.e misrepresented to we know you can succeed here, and attention to students' psychological
students by Bailey. The transsexu- we're going to give you the support,"' well-being and stress. Students tend
als say he described them as homo- Coburn said.
not to tum to the campus for help,"
sexual transsexuals when the speakThe newest addition to prevent Sax said. "They tend not to use advisers view themselves as heterosexu- stress at Washington University is an ers or counselors. They tum to their
al women.
office for health promotion and well- friends. The effect of those friends can
Bailey said students often lind it ness. The medical school runs lectures sometimes be positive or negative."
uvery rewarding" to watch the for students to show them what hapAI the University of Dallas, pan of
women present in class.
pens when they don't get enough the solution now is to turn resident
Northwestern
acknowledged sleep. A nutritionist warns about how assistants, usually upperclassmen who
receiving the complaints during the too many cookies and pizza can affect live in and help supervise dormitories,
summer. Alan Cubbage, vice presi- the psyche, too.
into troubleshooters.
dent for university relations, said
" It's really the basics," Coburn said.
Suzanne Burgess said she fell helpNonhwestern will respond to the "One major issue for college students less last year as she dealt with several
claims using the procedures out- is sleep deprivation. When you don't stressed-out students. It was Burgess'
lined by the Office of Research but get enough sleep, you feel stressed."
first year as a resident assistan~ and
would not cite any specific progress
Last year, the University of Dallas two of her students talked about suiin Northwestern's response.
last school year referred more than 40 cide.
Bailey said he knew his work students, a record high, for counsel"I didn't expect to deal with so
would be controversial and ing. Most of them were among the many different psychological disor-·
assumed some people might speak school's 300 freshmen; Dallas has ders and stress problems. When
against his beliefs.
" I was not totally surprised at the
reaction," Bailey said. "I was surprised at the degree of hostility and
how relentless they've been."

By Linda K. Wertheimer

The Dallas l.'ooling News (KRT)

0 Professor accused of using femal
transsexual plaintiffs as unauthorized
test subjects in his research book
By Jennifer Leopold!
Daly Na'lh~lem (Northwestern U.)
(U-WIRE) EVANSTON, IlLTranssexuals
featured
in
Nonhwestern University psycholo·
gy Professor J. Michael Bailey's
latest book filed c laims against him

with the university this summer,
saying he used their stories without
telling them they were research
subjects.
The university received live
claims over the summe r- four from
women directly involved with
Bailey's book and one from trans·
sexual professors who support the
other complaints.
Bailey's book, The Man Who
Would Be · Queen, features stories
about transsexual women Bailey
met between 1994 and 1998 while
interviewing them to write letters

they needed for sex reassignment
surgery.
Anjelica Kieltyka, a psychology
student in Nonhwestern's School of
Continuing Studies who filed the
fi rst complaint, said s.he mel Bailey
where working as a transsexual
advocate and bringing Latina trans·
sexuals to him to receive letters
approving surgery. Kieltyka said
Bailey did not ask the women to
sign consent forms, which is
required for human research sub·
jects.
··we didn't even know we were
guinea pigs," Kieltyka said.
The women involved allege that
Bailey did not tell them they were
research subjects at the time of the
interv iews, and later when he did
mention writing a book, they did
not know it would be presented as
research.
The book, published by the
National Academies Press, is pre·
sented as "based on Bailey's original research" and "grounded firml y
in the scientific method, .. according
to the book jacket.
Bailey's book upholds psycholo·
gist and sex researcher Ray
Blanchard's theory of two types of
male-to-female
transsexuals-

L ondon ............ . . $340
Perl s ....... . ........ $41 8
Rio de Jenelro ... $61 1
New Vork ......... . . $218
Denver ............ .. $245
f1r11 II round trip from Ctlk.go. SvbjiC1 to d\lngl 111d evelleblllty.
Tn: not lndua.d. R•nrktlone • nd b4Kkollb • pply.

2 n1ghts +transfers + act1V1t1es
New Orleena . ... . .. $1 10
L e.s Veg es ..... . ..... $1 13
Sen Fr e ncl s co . . .... $1 3 1
V e ncouver ... . ...... $141
M loml. ....... . . . .. . . . $160
New Vork . . . .. . . , . . . . $192
lalrf~Anot~

you're in it yourself as a freshman,
you're son of oblivious to a lot of
that," said Burgess, now a 21-year-old
senior in her second year as a resident
assistant.
Burgess related the story about the
freshman in the prom dress. The student's problems had been mounting
through the school year. Other students would report that she said
strange things.
But Burgess, who knew to look out
for alcohol and drug abuse, but not
stress or depression, didn '1 become
alarmed until the laundry room incident and calls of concern from the student's parents. The freshman eventually was hospitalized and never
returned to Dallas.
Southern Methodist University has
addressed freshman stress by adding a
part-time counselor and extra counseling interns from the University of
Texas Southwestern Medical Center
at Dallas, said James Caswell,
Southern Methodist's vice president
of student affairs.
James Cannici, director of the student counseling center at the
University of Texas at Dallas, said
he's not so sure students are any more
strj!ssed now than they were in past
decades.
"Young people throughout history
have always had a great deal to deal
with," Cannici said. "Becoming a
young adult is challenging for any one
at any time period. Are there more
stresses now? You could make a case
for it with terrorism, more broken
families, more alcoholism.''
"My biggest worry was just being
happy," West said.
DcKat, the physician on staff at
University of Dallas in Irving, recently taught resident assistants to be concerned about students' well-being if
they:
Sleep too much and say, "I can'1 get
enough sleep."
Always seem sad.
Frequently don't get up for class.
S leep too little because they're
studying and/or panying too hard.
Drop out of dorm activities, often
making statements such as, "Aw, I
really don't feel like going."
Have a change in appetite.
Talk about wanting to stop the pain,
a sign that they could be suicidal.

UNIVERSITY OF ST. THOMAS S C HOOL OF LA W
MINNEAPOLI S, MIN N.

The Universicy of Sc. Thomas School of Law is a nacional,
faith·based law school, that shares a distinctive vision
of whac che law and che legal profession can be.
Located in downtown Minneapolis, Minnesota,
our students have access to a thriving legal and business community.
For more informacion:
(65 1) 962-4895 or e-mail: lawschool@mhomas.edu
Web: www.mhomas.edu/lawschool

ij
UNIVP.RStTY

of ST. THOMAS
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Since we ' re
changing our computer system,
there are no preprinted U-Pass cards this sem·este r.
All students will have a new photograph taken.

Be aware: lines may be long.
You MUST bring a photo ID and your OASIS ID number!
The CTA U-Pass is available to all full-time (12+ hours undergrad or 9+ hours grad) students.
For general information, call Student Activities: 312-344-7459. For U-Pass information ,
including maps, discounts, and bus/train schedules, visit-~

friday,
Pick up your U-Pass at
monday,
623 s. Wabash, room 311,
tuesday,
from 10:00am - 6:00pm
on the following dates: wednesday,

sept
sept
sept
sept

19
22
23
24

METROPOLITAN'
/iJtC•• f /e-c4

BLICK art & craft
SCHAUMBURG
1975 East Golf Road
(adjacent to the Woodfield Mall)

847-619-1115 Mon-Sat 9-9, Sun 11 -6

BLICK art materials
WHEATON 51 Danada Square East
630-653-0569 Mon-Fri 9-9, Sat 9-6, Sun 11 -5

www.dickblick.com/stores

thursday, sept 25
monday, sept 29
tuesday, sept 30
wednesday, oct 1
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Third Generation • Same Family Ownership
312-427-5580.24 Hour Fax: 312-427-1898
www.central-camera.com • email: sales@central-camera.com

·4-'24Gi:NA's
cursrN~
s.
31'2.;-;-4Wa~asn,

You don't need a modem to
'get connected' with God!

.l'lt;-

No upgrades, no
plug-ins, no passwords
necessary. Worship
with us in real time
every Sunday.

We Offer: Homemade 1/2 Pound
·Burgers, Submarines, Turkey Burgers,
Salads, Italian Beef, Soups, Hot Dogs,
Croissiants, Gyros, Chili Cheese Fries,
Chicken. Gyros and many more items.

we Auert; lXedtt; Cat-dc;l

.

.

Christ the King Lutheran Church
Worship with Holy Communion every Sunday at I 0:00 a. m.

1532 S. M ichigan Ave.
312-939-3720
Rev. Scott Chinburg, Pastor

Sharing God's Love and Embracing Destiny
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Buy a bundle, get a bundle back.
$300 off everything you need for school.

For a limited time, buy any Mac laptop t ogether with
any iPod, and any eligible HP printer, and we'll take
$300 off the already-discounted education price.*
• t~«:h.tdi:1g tn" l~ir: CD-cnly c:on(!!fura'tlon.
Offf:!' ~vail<'lhle- thrcughO~r 15. 2003

Another great offer when you buy a Mac.
Buy any Mac and get Keynote for only
$49 - an instant savings of $30.
No matter which Mac yoL< choose. you can ~ave $30 on
Keynote at the tirne of purchase. Offer avdiiable
through December 2l, 2003

Back to school basics, available from Apple.
In addition to 5% to 15%
discounts on most Apple
products, you can buy all the
accessories you need from the
Apple Store for Education, many
discounted for students.
Microsoft Office v.X

$149.95

HP Oeskjet SlSO
$99.00

Pro Skater4
$39.95

JBL Creature Speakers
$129.00

The Apple Store !@ Columbia College

623 S. Wabash, Suite 205
Phone,: ~1/li\4.HMAC
http-//www.colum.edu/apples tore/

Macromedla On!amweaver
$99.95

September

ANNUAL

NE"W"

STUDENT

CONVOCATION
*

Meet your President, Faculty & Staff

*

*HEAR PULITZER PRIZE WINNING ALUM, OZIER MUHAMMAD

*
*

Watch a Student Produced Video

*

LISTEN TO THE COLUMBIA COLLEGE JAZZ ENSEMBLE

*

*

*Party with FAMILY STYLE !
.. . serving up a large helping of soul tinged, groovified jazz

PLUS+

*

Circus Performers!
Henna Tattoo Artists!
Free Food!
Fortune Tellers!

OCTOBER 10, 2004
NOON
HARRISON & WABASH
UNDER THE BIG T OP

*

2~. 2003 13
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Columbia Chronicle Editorials

Wi-Fi? Why not?
If your neighborhood coffee shop can put up the cash
for a wireless connection on your terms, you would
think the nation 's "premier media arts institution" could
too, right?
Well. it hasn't happened yet and don't hold your
breath waiting.
.
As we enter into a new school year, Columbia administrators have demonstrated, yet again, that they just
can't seem to get ahead of the curve on bringing the
schoo l into the next wave of Internet technology: wireless access.
Students have long been frustrated with the process of
logging on to the web at their convenience.
This semester, the library has launched the college's
first serious wireless operation.
Granted, it is a good start. But for an institution the
size of Columbia, it is obvious other departments need to
get on board.
With hours that arc not conducive with the study
habits of most college students---quittin' time is Monday
through Thursdays at 9 :30 p.m., Saturdays at 5 p.m. and
Sunday the library is "closed for business ." The library
doesn't come close to meeting the needs of its customers.
Many tech people around campus are miffed at
administrators' inabiliry to expand a commitment to the
new technology and stick with it. Students are too.
It 's not overwhelmingly expensive. For a mere $300,
base stations can be purchased. And the necessary
802. 11 client cards needed to connect PDAs, laptops and
desktops to the web cost less than $100, according to
industry salespeople .

It seems that wireless access should be feasible on at
least one floor of every building on campus.
What we have here appears not to be an out of reach
goal but another example of the college's blatant mismanagement.
Neighboring colleges are proving how re latively easy
it is to get the new mechanism up and running. Their
push to install wireless access- old news now on some
other Loop campuses- proves it.
Accord ing to The College Technology ·Review, a
national education market survey group, Columbia is
getting smoked in the race to be on the cutting edge.
During the last academic year, 61 percent of the nearly 5,000 colleges they surveyed said they had wireless
access on campus. This figure was up 36 percent from
the year before, the survey found.
When administration stops moving at a snail's pace,
then we will truly be able to compete with other institutions.
But until that happens, the college's continued inability to bring up-to-the-minute resources to its c lientele
wi ll only hurt Columbia's ability to draw in high quality
students who will bolster the school's reputation.
A failure to thrust this technology into the everyday
lives of students makes the college look shabby, d isorganized and gives students another point of daily frustration.
And no recruitment tactic can be as powerful as
enthusiastic students and alumni.
Administration, ta ke the pulse of students, and you
will find they agree: It's time for Columbia to move into
the future.

California's 9th 'Circus Court'
They finally got it right. Aller $50 million, 135 candidates and one political free-for-a ll on the "Tonight
Show," the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals handed down a
decision that set the date for the three-ring c ircus that is
the California recall.
A panel made up of II members o f the historically
liberal 9th Circuit Court of Appeals, wh ich presides
over California, Oregon, Arizona, Washington, Ida ho,
Hawaii , Alaska, Guam and the Northern Mariana
Islands, handed down a rul ing Sept. 23 that allows the
recall election to go forward as planned on Oct. 7.
In the span of a week, the recall went from delayed to
reinstated. But, if the American Civil Liberties Union
has its way. the issue is far from over.
After the outcome of the 2000 presidential e lection
and the "hanging chad" debac le, it looked like voting
problems would be a thing of the past. In fact, the 2000
Bush v. Gore decision became the basis of the 66-page
ruling by the 9th Circuit Court o f Appeals, which put a
halt to plans for the Oct. 7 vote on the recall.
The three-judge panel claimed the use of outdated
ballot machines would infringe on the constitutional
rights of California voters. The panel overreached its
interpretation of the Bush v. Gore disaster, forgetting
that the situation in Florida in-volved an unreliable standard in a manual recount. Their decision was overturned
Sept . 23. and rightly so, by a unanimous vote of the 11member panel of judges.
Rather than argue the issue back and forth, something
needs to be done. If the voters want to recall the governor, they should have that option.
Statistically, Calif. Gov. Gray Davis isn't getting the
job done.
California- the world's fifth largest · economy- is
facing a $38 billion deficit. In a miscalculated effort to
stem the hemorrhaging budget, representatives have
begged, borrowed and cajoled billions of dollars, effectively putting the state in hock for many years to come
and angering voters in the process.
Send in the clowns : Into the a lready volatile mix enter
Rep. Darrell lssa (R-Vista}-who spearheaded the cam-

paign to recall Gov. Davis us ing more than S 1.6 million
of
his
own
wealth- and
endorses Arnold
Schwarzneggar's bid for governor.
The estimated cost of the Oct. 7, 2003 statewide special election is between $53 million and $66 million ;
more than the total box office gross of
Schwarzenegger's Last Action Hero, a mov ie about reality and fantasy colliding. The reality of the California
recall is that the people have spoken. Po ll s, as of press
time, showed that roughly half the voters in California
support the recall process. Only in a fantasy world
would they be denied this opportunity.
If the 2000 presidential election didn't teach us that
democracy is less reliable than it could be, the
California recall roller coaster should. The voters have a
legal right to recall Gov. Davis, and the court has recognized that right . Though there's still a small chance that
the ruling will be appealed, Ah-nold said it best: " It is
time for this e lection to go forward ."
Yep. It's time for a "total recall."

Look for more opinions
online at
www.ColumbiaChronicle.com
COLUMBIA
CHRONICLE
WWW.COLUM81ACHRONICLE.COM
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Exposure

Chrlatopher Harrop
Kansas state Colegian (Kansas 5I* U.)
(U-WIRE)
MANHATTAN,
Kan. -ln a field of nine candidates
that contained only two legitimate
contenders, the decision of retired
U.S. Gen. Wesley C lark. to nm for a
shot at the White H ouse this late in
the campaign season is earth-shattering.
For the past two months, this col urn-·
nist referred to Howard Dean as the
next president of the United States.
"Jumping the gun" might be an accurate appraisal of that statement But the
Dean and Clark campaigns have what it
takes, whereas the campaign of the
other major contender, John Kerry, is
dead in the water.
Of course, there are all the dreamers.
Carol Moseley Braun, Bob Graham,
John Edwards, DeMis Kucinich, Joe
Lieberman and AI Sharpton all poll in
the single digits in most major polls
now that the race has expanded by yet
another candidate.
With the exception of Lieberman, no
one would even dream of nominating
them, let alone electing them.
Richard Gephardt is still given serious treatment as a candidate despite
only having the support of a few crazy
Iowans and Teamsters. There is little
that has changed to make Gephardt
ready for the White House since his
fi rst failed attempt in 1988.
Quite simply, this is a three-man race
for the Democratic nomination.
Dean is not too hard to understand.
He has the sheer energy that Ross Perot
brought to the fray in 1992 and 1996,
while also retaining the aura of Bill
Clinton simply by being a nonestablished Democratic alternative to
President Bush.
Dean's biggest flaw is the perception
many Americans have that he is unelcctable. People see him as a straw man
for the Bush campaign to steamroll into
oblivion. This is the major reason why
so many people have been adamant
about Clark entering the race.
Most people think it takes a
Republican president to seriously deal
with military issues.
Hoping to unseat an unpopular president who waged two wars, the
Democrats are looking to nominate a
retired general. Apparently that's all it
takes to be president these days.
Clark is mysterious, which is ulti·
mately negative in a campaign. He was
the supreme allied commander in

L-.. to t ho editor mull include fiJI nome, yell, mejot
and 1 phone number. i'J 1etter1 oro edited for V'*"lnll and
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-hAve., 11u11o 205, Chicllgo, IN.
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Europe for NATO, a well-recognized
organization that the average American
voter does not know much about.
Clark also has not made his policy
stances particularly available, relying
on a mishmash network of bloggers to
preach the gospel.
Both Clark's 'and Dean's campaigns
have fully embraced and embodied the
mark of political dynamos, taking hardte>-pin-down stances, as well as using
technology and grassroots suppon to
their fullest extents.
Then there's poor Kerry. He is a
Senate veteran and a three-time Purple
Heart recipient in Vietnam who looks
like a bad caricature of a zombie. His
politics run little different than any
other Democratic Party flunky, so he
relies on his character and courage.
Kerry had the courage to fight in
Vietnam, which also means he has the
courage to protect education, the economy and the environment.
Clark was a four-star general who
protected American liberties by pissing
off Russians in Pristina and accidentally bombing Chinese embassies and
innocent Albanians during the war in
Kosovo.
Kerry's claim to infamy consists of a
dozen dead civilians in the Thanh
Phong village 34 years ago. Advantage
to Clark under the skewed thinking of
the average Democratic voter.
Simply put, Kerry is AI Gore with a
possible war crime in his history minus
the credentials of the Clinton era. He is
not exciting, challenging or remotely
interesting.
His desire to raise funds is lessened
by his millionaire wife, Teresa Heinz
Kerry.
Together, they seem to be searching
for legal loopholes to spend the fortw1e
she inherited from the campaign of her
late husband, former Sen. John Heinz.
Dean and Clark, on the other hand,
are money machines. Dean has raised
copious amOWlts of money from individuals on the web. His current goal is
$5 million in 10 days as part of his
"September to Remember" push.
Clark, who was propelled into the
race by draft petitions on the web, is
waiting for all the promised support to
trickle in.
In the end, nothing is certain. The
electorate is vety fickle, especially during presidential primaries.
Neither Dean, Clark nor Kerry is a
lock for the Democratic nomination,
but we will certainly hear more from
them in the months to come.
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By Eric W. Alexy
Copy Edila
After a recent override in
Missouri !c:gislature, the state is set
to see its right-to-carry laws go into
effect Oct. II. Those wanting to
carry a gun in Missouri must clear a
background check, take a training
course, pay S I 00 and be at least 23
years of age. Individuals with recent
felonies, certain misdemeanors
and/or mental disabilities are ineligi·
ble.
The most common argument
heard from right-to-carry proponents
is that guns are necessary for selfdefense purposes. After all, murderers, rapists and robbers all seem to
have guns, so let's even the playing
field, they say.
In a perfect world, guns would be
used only for self-defense. In reality,
however, guns get into the wrong
hands, and people do bad things
with them ... very bad things, in
fact. People who should never be
able to own a gun in the first place
occasionally slip through the cracks.
Under House Bill No. 349, those
with permits will be able to bring
their guns into public buildingsthat is, buildings that don't post
·signs saying you can't bring guns
into their facilities. (Shouldn't it be
the other way around?) While you
can't bring guns into government
buildings, courthouses and police
stations, according to the bill, stadiums with fewer than 5,000 seats are
just fine.
That is where the newly enacted
law oversteps self-defense into the
territory of insanity.
It's unders tandable that one
would want to have a gun in their
home to fend off would-be intruders, but permitting guns into little
league baseball games (assuming
the game isn'I at a school or church,
two other no-goes) and the local
Kmart store lacks common sense, if
not humanity.
A drunken brawl at a baseball
game ensues over an ump's call. At
what point do you draw your gun in
fear that the other guy will use his
first? Same goes with road rage. A
simple scuffle can take on a life of
its own when (almost) anyone can
carry a gun. As the saying goes,
"kill or be killed."
The bottom line is that guns kill a
lot more people than they save. How
many gun deaths would there be if
guns didn't exist at all? Or if mere
possession of a gun landed someone
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a lengthy jail sentence? It would
probably deter a lot of people from
carrying guns, that's for sure.
Logic is absent on many of the
stats given on the National Rifle
Association's Website, www.nra.org.
One header on the site reads: "more
ri&,ht to carry states, less crime."
However, it seems hard to believe
that having more people with guns
would deter crime. After all, if guns
are permitted in cars and in houses,
they're all the more easily accessible for criminals, children and people in general who shouldn't have
them in the first place.
The gun may help you when it's
by your side, but who's to stop
someone from taking it when left
unattended? And who's to say the
bad guy wouldn't somehow take the
gun from you when you did try to
use it?
How many stolen guns are used
every year to commit crimes? Lots.
School shootings in Flint, Mich.,
and Springfield, Ore. occurred with
weapons that were easily stolen.
How many murders would have
never happened if guns were much
more difficult to obtain than they
are right now?
Perhaps if everyone in America
was of stable mind and temper, this
wouldn't be an issue. But as long as
bad guys exist- as long as bad guys
have guns, which will be as long as
they can steal them or buy thempeople will feel the need to defend
themselves with guns.
Starting at the root of the problem, it would seem reasonable to get
rid of all the guns currently in circulation, not permit the production of
more of them.
The problem with guns seems to
be the same as tobacco, booze and
any other killer of thousands that
makes bill ions: If it makes money,
the likelihood of common sense taking precedence over dollar signs is
close to nil, thus negating any
chance of a nationwide ban on
firearms ever happening.
Odds are that if all guns were
slowly eliminated- banned, melted
down, whatever-the problem with
people dying from guns would
eventually go away.
Eventually, cops wouldn't even
need to carry guns. If guns were
completely illegal, it would be a lot
easier to tell which guy with a gun
under the seat of his car or in his
pants' pocket in line at the grocery
store is a criminal: all of them.
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A Jack 0 f all trades

-'Playas' have more fun
0 Controversial board game is a spin-off of Monopoly
By Doris Oadayan
A&E Editol
Looking for a controversial and politically incorrect way to entertain friends

and family? Well, look no further than
Ghettopoly. The object of Ghettopoly, a
game s imil ar to Monopoly, is to be the
first "playa" to buy stolen property and
acquire the most money in the ghetto.
David T. Chang, the 28-year-old creator of Ghettopoly, said in a recent telephone interview that he designed the
game as a way to make fun of the different stereotypes portrayed by the American
media.

The intention of this game is not mak·
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(left to right) Joey Gaydos Jr., Kevin Clark, Jack Black and Rebecca Brown star in
'School of Rock,' which opens nationwide Oct. 3.

By Matthew Jaster
ME Editor
Jack Black is working out the details in his head.
In less than two hours, he' ll be singing, "Take Me
Out to the Ball Game" in front of fans at Wrigley
Field. It's the first time he's ever been asked to sing
the song, and he's not sure how to approach it.
"Should I s ing it straight or should I rock it out?"
He dwells on this for a minute before answering
questions about his new film School of Rock.
To say thal Black is entertaining would be an
understatement. Whether it's the fans at Wrigley or a
group of college journalists, the man knows how to
work a crowd. If he's stealing a scene in High
Fidelity or rocking a club with his band Tenacious D,
he's goi ng to bring energy.
Mike White, who wrote The Good Girl and
Oronge County, had Black in mind for the lead in
School of Rock. The two lived next door to each
other for three years in California.
"This role is the closest I've played to me," Black
said. " I bring a lot of me to all my parts, but this is
the closest."
In the film, Black returns to familiar territory. He

stars as an over·thc·top guitarist named Dewey Finn,
who gets kicked out of his group, No Vacancy, right
before a battle of the bands competition. Strapped for
cash, he impersonates his roommate as a substitute
teacher at a stuffy prep school.
When Dewey hears his stude nts playing instruments in their music class, the wheels start spinning
in bis head. These classically trained fifth graders
could be his ticket back to the top. He begins a carefully crafted plan to transform the children into rock
'n' roll gods.
"I like working with kids," Black said . "I' m kind
of a kid; my sense of humor is stuck in adolescence,
Jso I knew it would work out."
He fondly remembers what it was like to be in the
fi fth grade. "I slept a lot in grade school, the super
energy. came at three o'clock when the school bell
rang," Black said.
Growing up, he didn' t have a music guru to tell
him what he should or shouldn 't be listening to.
"In grade school, I would hear about thjngs from
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other kids," he said, ubut I was into 'Take a Chance
on Me' by Abba and ' Cecelia' by Simon and
Garfunkel."
He also had a "serious" band in high school. They
played half a gig, rocking out with " Iron Man" by
Black Sabbath, but stopped in the middle because it
basically sucked. He never played in a "serious"
band again.
"You have to have fun in a band, love what you do,
but make fun of it at the same time," Black said . The
next time he hit the stage, he was with Tenacious D.
In School of Rock, Black got the opportunity to
work with indie filmmaker Richard Linklater. The
director from Austin, Texas, is responsible for
Slackers. Dazed and Confused, Before Sunrise and

Waking Life.
B lack said he felt Linklater brought a certain
amount of credibility to the film.
"There are a couple o f scenes that Linklater wanted to add. He wanted a band montage where the kids
were learning the songs. He brought some be lievability to the film."
Black worked with the brother-sister duo, Joan
and John Cusack on High Fidelity and was excited to
work with Joan again on School of Rock. He briefly
discussed the different ways the two actors approach
a film.
" I wish I was a Cusack," Black said. "John attacks
a scene with energy, while Joan kind of comes at it
with her brain. She's always concentrating. John's
more like a football player."
Black made his feature film debut in Bob Roberts,
but broke out with his supporting role in High
Fidelity. Since then, he's starred in Shollow Hal.
Orange County, Saving Silverman and Envy with
Ben Stiller. School of Rock is his second collaboration with screenwriter Mike White.
As for Wrigley Field, well, he didn' t rock it out
after all. He sang "Take Me Out to the Ball Game"
the way you would expect him to sing it- in typical
Jack Black fashion. Fans of Hollywood's greatest
goofball wouldn't want it any other way.

ing fun of minorities/' Chang said. "I am
a minority myself, and I went through all
that stuff. It's not to make fun of anyone.
Everyone that is a minority gets stereotyped in some way. I mean, right now, you
basically can't please everyone, you
know w hat I mean?"
Witb game pieces that include a
Marijuana leaf, crack cocaine, a pimp and
a machine gun, along with properties
named Smitty's XXX Peep Show, Ling
Ling's Massage Parlour, Hernando's Chop
Shop and Tyron 's Gun Shop, the graphics
and "playa" pieces of the board game play
into the various stereotypes and controversial issues of urban America.
" Me being As ian, I've gotten the whole
stereotypical b------- all my life. In the
last IS years, I' ve gotten made fun of
three times. Just walking down the street,
I've been called 'Chin-Chang.' People
would ask me if I knew karate and this
and that," he said. "So what I did was I
just took the white-American stereotypes
and made it like I0 cents more extreme,
just to show the silliness of it. I just wanted to put it out there."
Originally from Taiwan, Chang came
to the United States when he was 8 years
old and grew up listening to hip-hop and
rap. Three years after graduating from the
University of Rochester as an economics
and psychology major with a minor in
marketing, Chang came up with the concept for Ghettopoly after watching an
episode of MTV's "Cribs.''
"Every single time I watch that show
the rappers open up their fridge, get a

'School of Rock' opens nationwide Oct. 3.

Heinekcn or whatnot, just plugging products away. So I figured that if I came up
with something that was cool enough,
like, something that would have to be out
there to get people's attention, I could
send them one of these [games]. It would
be something that they would put on their
coffee table," Chang said. "Cause I can't
picture any of them playing a regular
game like Scrabble or whatnot. So I
thought that if I was to make a ghetto version of [Monopoly] and say everything
·about that, then why not?"
Chang said that he thought of the
" Hustle" and "Ghetto Stash" cards and
names of the properties within a few
hours. According to a press release,
Chang's insight into the ghetto culture
came from video games, and rap and hiphop lyrics. His MTV watching provided
valuable market research.
But despite the s tereotypes of the races
portrayed in the game, Chang said that the
positive feedback from customers have
far outweighed the negative. " I'd have to
say that [the positive responses] arc like
I 00-to-one. I mean most people get it,
you know? If I count, I probably have gotten less than I 0 [negative responses]. and
I've been doing it for close to half a year
now," Chang said.
"I really don't care too much for the
negative responses, because first off, they
haven't really seen the game. If you kinda
glance at it, you don't know what it's all
about," he said . " A lot of people naturally assume that it's all about making fun of
black people, but that's not the case. I
have spaces on the board dedicated to
other minorities, like Asian."
"If you watch a comedy show- Chris
Rock- anybody, all they do is point out
things that are stereotyped about a certain
ethnic group. Part of it is true, part of it is
not. So if you can incorporate it into a
board game, you know, then what's
wrong with that?" he said.
Chang said he is currently working on
making
Hoodopoly,
Hiphopopoly,
Thugopoly and Redneckopoly but doesn't
know the exact date the games will be
available for purchase.

For more information on Ghettopoly,
visit www.ghettopoly.com.

Andrew

Ghettopoly, a board game for the MTV generation, is recommended for
ages 13 and up.

ills arts & entertainment
Monday 9/2 9

WWE WOIId Wrestling
Entertainment

6:45p.m.
Allstate Arena

Typhanie Monique
8:30p.m.
Pops for Champagno
2934 N. Shoffoeld Ave.
Lisa Marie Presley

9p.m.
House of Blues

$2.95 appetizors and $2
Coors Light pints

Tuesday 9/ 30

John Bany, John Young,
Chartie Braugham, Ryan
Schultz, Ed~ie Johnson

9p.m.
Andy's Jazz Club
11 E. Hubbard St.
Kimonos on Stage

5 p.m.

Wed . 10/ 01

George Bates and
Reggie Hanna spin
The Gramercy
2438 N. lincoln Ave.
•The Underpants•

8 p.m.
The Noble Fool Theater

16 W. Randolph St.
The Edge Run or Ride

TheM Institute

Comedy Contest

Bowling for Soup

Four Trey's

6:30 p.m.
Metro

9 p.m.
3333 N. Oamon Ave.
Complimentary appetizers

3~ p.m .

Universal Cirws

5 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Shaw's Crab House
t 900 E. Higgins Rd.,
'
Schaumburg

10:30 a.m.

Nine

Washington Pant

«O W. Randolph St.

Michel Sarazin paintings
9:30 a.m. - 5:30p.m.
Kamp Gallery: 563
Lincoln Ave.

Historical Skyscrapers
Walking Toors
Chicago Archi1ecturo
Foundation

Steven Carrelli and Paul
Pratchenko paintings

11 a .m. - 6 p.m.
Geschoidle
300 w. Soperior St.

Thurs. 10/ 02

Susan Marshall & Co.

8p.m.
Dance Center Mainstage
1306 S. Michigan Ave.

Friday 10/ 03

Susan Marshall & Co.
8p.m.
Dance Center Mainstage
1306 S. Michigan Ave.
Ken Saydak Blues Show

Michael Rabiger Center
for Documentary presents:
Dogtown and Z-Boys

by

9 p.m.
Andy's Jazz Club
11 E. Hubbard St.

Stacy Peralta

OJs Ryan Norworthy and

6:30p.m.
1104 S. Wabash Ave. Rm.

Jigbee spin hip-hop/ funk
10 p.m. - t :30 a.m.

407-E

Bordo's Eatery and Sauce

Robert Kushner paintings

2476-78 Lincoln Avo.

210 W. Superior St.

Now showing near you:
The Human Stain
Out of Time

Open mic night
8p.m.
Riddles Comedy Club
15720 S. Harlem Ave.,
Orland Pari<

Avishai Cohen Quartet
with special guests
Hamster Theatre
9 p.m. HotHouse

10:30a.m.- 5:30p.m.
Perimeter Gallary

School of Rock

Sun. 10/ 05

Sat. 10/ 04

A.F.I.
7p.m.

Susan Marshall & Co

8 p.m.
Dance Center Mainstage
1306 S. Michigan Ave.
~elville

Price paintings
0 a.m. -6 p.m.
homas McCormick Gallery
35 W. Washington St.

Detroit Jr.

8p.m.
Kingston Mines

2548 N. Halsted St.
Shoreline Architecture
Cruise

10 a.m.. 11:30 a.m.. t
p.m., 2:30 p.m.. 4 p.m.
Ogden Slip Oock
Illinois Street at Streeter

Drive (adjacent to Navy

Pier)

Aragon Ballroom
11 06 W. Lawrence Ave.
·rhe Play About the Baby·
2 p.m.
~man Theatre

I

l N Do•rt>om S1

Nicholas Payton Sextet
4 p.m., 8 p.m., 10 p.m.
Jazz Showca5e

59 W. Grand Avo.
$2.75 M~ler Li1o draft
pints, $3 Vodka lemonades
The Grafton
4530 N. Lincoln Ave.
"'Flanagan's Wake"

3 p.m.
The Noble Fool Theator
16 W. Randolph St.
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The Weekly Dish
Can anyone be heard
over the voice of pop?

Hardcore comes full
circle at House of BlUes
By Edc W. Alexv
CopyEdita'

Kat Gresey
Assistant A&E Editor
Sitting in one of several fabulous gray and blue cubicles I
inhabited this summer, I received an e-mail from my friend
with the ambiguous message saying: "I ~ink you might
enjoy this."
Without much motivation, I continued to scroll downward.
I saw the words " losing the faith," some blank white space,
and then the clincher, the I will-stop-whatever-l-am-doing-atwork reason to read on: "By: Thorn Yorke."
For the few Columbia students who don't know, Thorn
Yorke is the lead singer of Radiohead, one of the most kickass bands I have ever seen in over a decade of concen-going
experiences.
These guys don't do MTV's "Total Request Live." They
are seriously talented musicians who have put out groundbreaking and mind-blowing records for the past I 0 years, and
they are helluva lot better than anyone you are going to see
onTRL.
Although they don't get as much media coverage as mainstream pop performers, these guys from England have a huge
fan base. Their shows sell out in minutes, and when you get
to a venue Radiohead is performing at, be prepared to meet
people from every state that border.; your own and the next
one over. These fans are Serious.
Which is exactly why I was stoked to read the words of
one Mr. Yorke. I knew that whatever he had to say was going
to make me think, e ven if I might not agree with his words,
or for that matter like them.
Composed in a hotel bathroom in Washington, D.C., Yorke
begins his piece, "The West is creating an extremely dangerous economic, environmental and humanitarian time bomb."
Wow. Has the publicized-to-the-point-that-1-want-to-puke
Britney Spears ever uttered the words, ueconomic" or
"humanitarian"?
I don't know where he is going with his commentary, but I
do know I am soon to be bombarded with a bunch of ideas
that, as a senior college student, I probably have heard
before, yet I am all the more eager to hear it from a brilliant
rock musician.
And I am not let down.
Yorke goes on. He di scusses the faults of the Word Trade
Order. the West's desire for g lobal liberalization and the need
for c hange.
"Do we carry on preaching this free unfettered trade
garbage? Or do we admit our mistakes and try to do the right
thing for once?" he asks.
Which makes me wonder what son of freakish chain reaction would occur if Spears or one of her many clones were to
tell their fans to vote.
As little as I know about this situation, I can 't help but
answer that question: "Admit mistakes! Do the right thing!"
I saw the IMF/World Bank protests last fall. I have taken
plenty of history classes and learned that the current system
of trade between the West, or primarily first-world countries,
and the rest o f the world is far from perfect.
For many, living outside o f the West that Yorke speaks of
means you are on the receiving end of some son of g lobal
shaft.
For others, the shaft is having your ex-boyfriend make a
music video about how stupid you are. Man, that's got to be
far wor.;e than starving to death in some din-poor country.
Yorke cites the Trade Justice Movement as a cause of
poveny:
" If Africa, cast Asia, south Asia and Latin America could
increase their share of world ex pons by I percent it would
lift 128 mi llion people out of poveny."
It's an overwhelming proposition and a pretty big deal at
that.
So big a deal, in fact, that it boggles the mind to think that
anyone but a politician or a history teacher would even take
the time out of their busy schedule to think about it; especially, if that per.;on happens to be a world-famous rockstar who
is more than likely rolling in his own fair share of dough.
But, Yorke docs.
Despite any significant imponancc this little composition
may contain, it docs prove that there are musicians with the
ability to not only incorporate political themes in their music,
but a lso to speak about them, even if there is no chance of
them getting into the press.
There is not enough space to print political spiels in every
piece of major media when the youth of America is gobbling
up every word that is thrown at them about what it is like to
be a pop-princess making-out with Madonna.
You know, the serious issues.
So, I applaud the effon of Mr. Yorke, for thinking beyond
what outfit he will wear on stage and discussing something
that should matter to everyone: the world.
It's just too bad that this is seen as something out of the
ordinary as opposed to the norm.
You can read Yorke's co111position at The Guardian website, www.guardian.co.uk

What would Bad Brains, Black Flag and the founding
father.; of the hardcore genre think?
On Sept. 17 at Chicago's House of Blues, 329 N. Dearborn
St., hardcore music officially came full circle. The s how-one
of the few hardcore acts headlining at House of Blues-featured two of the fewer than 10 hardcore acts that currently have
major label backing; a number that has been growing steadily
s ince 2001.
Although acts like Hatebreed, Killswitch Engage and Poison
The Well all currently reside on major label roster.; and even
enjoy some MTV2 and specialty radio airplay, they've yet to
achieve the sales figures necessary to solidifY the genre as a
feasible mainstream medium.
The plush I ,300 capacity House of Blues seemed a far cry
from the Veterans of Foreign Wars halls and basements that the
genre has often been associated with.
Headlined by From Autumn to Ashes, a recent addition to the
Vagrant Records roster, and Cave In, a band signed to a major
label based o n their melodic merits but still not afraid to pull
out their dated bag of hardcore tricks, the show was far from a
sell out.
Opening up the four-band bill was U.K.-impon and recent
Atlantic Records s igning Funeral For A Friend. On their debut
U.S. trek, the youthful five piece pounded through a five-song
set that was lacking both punch and originality. While tracks
like " 10:45 Amsterdam Conver.;ation" showcased the band's
promising Hoobastank-meets-hardcore sound, they failed to
play their stand-out track "Juneau." In the end they came off
sounding like little more than Poison The Well Jr. -a deficiency found in many young hardcore bands ever since PTW's 2000
genre breakout, The Opposite ofDecember.
Currently abuzz among both the hardcore and metalcore
communities, Buffalo, N.Y.'s Every Time I Die pulled out all
the stops during their 35-minute set. And while the quanet's
standout brand of Pantera-influenced metal riffs were a welcomed addition to the fold, front man Keith Buckley's mono-

tone mumblings were a major drawback. His lyrics, which were
indiscernible in concert, appeared to be rather intriguing and
off-kilter on paper. ("We' ve tricked the pigs into thinking that
this auction is a pageant. In no time there will be makeup on our
new set of cutlery," goes fan favorite "Ebolarama.")
Given the forgettable and derivative nature of their music, it
seems unlikely that ETID will follow in the footsteps of their
Ferret Records label mates A Static Lullaby, From Autumn To
Ashes and Killswitch Engage, who have all gone on to major
labels or established indie labels .
Cave In opened w ith an airy, nearly six-minute opus.
Plentiful mosh pits broke out during the band's heavier number.; (which would describe everything they did prior to 2000's
atmospheric, space-rocking release, Jupiter), whereas most of
the cuts from the band's recent RCA Records release, Antenna,
failed to solicit much of any reaction. (Although Antenna's

"Inspire," a rhythmic rocker if ever there was one, received
some head bobs of approval with its stadium-ready chorus and
beefY bass plucks.)
With this performance, the band proved they would always
have a following within the hardcore circuit- that is, as long as
they perform some of their hardcore songs.
Headlining the evening was From Autumn To Ashes, a fivepiece melodic hardcore group whose 200 I release, Too Bad
You 're BeautifUl, ignited a bidding war that nearly landed them
a deal with lsland/Def Jam Records earlier in the year. After the
deal fell through in the II th hour, the band was quickly
snatched up by well-respected indie label Vagrant Records
(Dashboard Confessional, Saves The Day), who re leased the
band's latest offering, The Fiction We Live, Sept. 9 .
Play ing live, the band came off as a trite and downright slopPY ver.;ion of their recorded self. Front man Benjamin Perri and
drummer/ vocalist Francis Mark exchanged over-emotive whiny
wails with the most cliche of throat-charring be llows. Suppon
came from a panicularly predictable dual-guitarist attack that
made the band's brand of innocuous hardcore a chore to watch.
Overall, the band hardly proved itself to be wonhy of the headlining duty and seemed to be a rather poor champion of the next
generation of hardcore.

FOCO celebrates Latino culture, identity
By Ports Padayao

A&E Elitor
The bold color.; of the glossy graphic
designs agains t the large-format posters
scream out feelings of pain, ange r and
sadness felt by the anists over recent
controversial issues like religion, politics, war, pop culture, Latino and post
Latino identity and the 9/1 1 tragedy.
On Oct. I at 6 p.m., as a pan o f
Hispanic Heritage Month, FOCO: The
Cutting Edge of Latino Pop Culture,
Columbia's s tudent- run, student- produced festival, will host an opening celebration for ICONOS + Hematomas:

Design Culture in Post Latin America,
with anists Carlos Aponte and Colectivo
Hematoma, at C33 Space Gallery, 33 E.
Congress Parkway.
The an exhibition and reception will
feature work from Aponte, a fashion
designer, graphic designer, comic strip
anist and fashion illus trator who was
born in New York and raised in Pueno
Rico. His works have been featured in
publications suc h as The New Yorker,
Visionaire and Spons Illus trated, and he
is currently working o n a bilingual Latin
canoon series
for Nickelodeon.
Apo nte's satirical book Icons of the

Popular Culture of Puerto Rico and
Other Stereotypes will be on display in
small format for the exhibit.
A group of 17 graphic design guerilla
anists from Guadalajara, Mexico, known
as Colectivo Hematoma, will display I 0
venical and seven horizontal large format posters of their reflections on 9/ 11.
The 17 posters s how such striking
images as Unc le Sam against a blood-red
background with a white tear drop going
down his face and an American flag on a
machine gun against a black background
with the words " in God we trust.'' The
posters arc bone-c hilling, yet mesmerizing.
Reynaldo Roman, a film and video
major at Columbia and one of the creators of the exhibit, said that the most
difficult pan of the project was getting
the anists together, but after three years,
the exhibit is finally ready.
" We've been working to have this
happen for a long time now. Finally,
we' re able to bring everyone in," he said.

HelllwllorrlloniChron

Above are samples of works by Colectivo Hematoma that will be on
display beginning Oct. 1, at C33 Space Gallery, 33 E. Congress
Parkway.
CJJ Space Gallery, Is free and open to
The "lconos + Hematoma: Design · the public from 9 a.m. -7 p .m. , Monday
Culture In Post Latin America" will have through Thursday. The exhibit runs
postcarrb and othu Items from FOCO thro~qth Nov.22. For morw ill/ormation
Festival available for purchase at on FOCO ewntr visit wwwfocofut.com.
Columbia~ bookstorw. Admission to the
"Hopefully we'll have great success."

'Anything' but love In
Allen's latest
Is there anything left for Woody Allen to cover in his neurotic New York universe?
For years, the filmmaker has made a habit of turning the Big Apple into his psychological playground.
In Allen's latest endeavor, Anything Else, Jason Biggs and Christina Ricci play the
leads. The story deals with a young comic writer's relationship with his sexually dysfunctio nal girlfriend.
Allen, a mentor to Biggs in the film, is the father figure trying to help the young
man deal with his self-esteem issues. He's also preparing Biggs for the inevitable
Armageddon that's about to consume New .York.
In the funniest sequence in the film, Allen takes Biggs to a gun shop to gather supplies for his survival kit. In Allen's deranged mind, you can cheat death simply with
purified water and fishhooks.
Anything Else is really about the lack of communication between men and women
when it comes to love. People want different things in life and it's hard to find a balance. In a world full of terrorism and deceit, you should be prepared for the worst.
Allen has explored these themes throughout his career, which is why the film
seems so much like the rest of his work. Although he doesn't take any risks, he manages to give a younger generation a look into his neurotic world. Biggs and Ricci are
almost convincing enough to pull it off.-Malthew Jaster

VIolence, sex,
servitude In 'Sisters'
Filled with sadistic nuns, sexual predator priests and a church more concerned with
the bottom line than saving souls, The Magdalene Sisters is heart-wrenching and
uncompromising in its indictment of the Irish Catholic church and its treatment of
women in the 1960s.
The film focuses on the stories of three young women sent to the Sisters of Mercy
penitentiary to be redeemed: Rose (Dorothy Duff), an unwed mother forced to give
up her baby; Margaret (Anne-Marie Duff), a victim of rape by a cousin at a family
wedding; and Bernadette (Nora-Jane Noone), an orphan packed off to the penitentiary for flirting with the local boys.
The girls of the penitentiary are forced to work in a laundry all day, every day. As
part of their penitence, they are forbidden from fraternizing with one another, and are
beaten and repeatedly humiliated. Their time of servitude is over only when a male
relative liberates them or if they decide to join the order themselves.
. Geraldine McEwan is brilliant as the hard-edged, self-righteous Sister Bridget.
McEwan's chilling portrayal of a relentless and nasty nun is so convincing that she
becomes evil, sinister and decidedly un-Christian! ike. In several vicious scenes , the
distinction between sadism and saving grace disappears in the nuns at Sisters of
Mercy. Another stand out among the strong and talented cast is Noone. Her ability
to be simultaneously sympathetic and quietly cruel is truly mesmerizing.
Mainly, The Magdalene Sisters is a brutal and unrelenting look at a dark chapter
of Ireland's more recent history (the last penitentiary/laundry was closed in 1996 in
Dublin, Ireland). Actor-turned-director and screenwriter, Peter Mullan (he played
Swanney in Trainspolling), crafts the country's history into a poignant story about
the human spirit that makes Sisters both horrifying and hopeful at the same time.
- Kristen Menke
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Autumn's Remorse
revives dark punk metal
By Kat Gresey
Assistant A&E Editor
" Popular culture right now is just terrible. It makes me want to
vomit," said Joe Remillard, the 19-year-old drummer for
Autumn's Remorse, a largely unknown dark punk metal band
from the nonhwest suburbs.

"It's always been lame," said Elyse Dequina, 20,
guitarist/bassist and back-up vocalist for the band. "Right now
there are these weird plink bands that wouldn't normally get
recognition a few years ago that are in the forefront of the scene
because punk is marketable now. (The music industry] will take
any form of it."
Ironically, Formerly known as the Crotch Rockets, Autumn's
Remorse originated last February.
·
Sick of their old name, they were forced to rename themselves
for a last-minute show flyer. Liking the word "autumn," they.
built off it.
"We tried to go with autumn something," said 19-year-old lead
vocalist and bassist/guitarist Scala Hellvig. "! think it worked.
It's poetly."
Hellvig writes all of the band's lyrics and compares them to
poetry as well, though he is a bit reserved in discussing their sig-

of people won't be there to see aband like us. So, they'll just
applaud."
He added, "We never get booed or anything."
The band believes one of its best performances was at
Milwaukee's Riverwest Common.
"It was our first show," Dequina said. "We got the best reaction out of every band there."
"It was fun to just visit Milwaukee and just get drunk there,"
Hellvig added, tongue in cheek.
So, how did band from Chicago take the cake at a Milwaukee
venue?
" ! think everyone there was already familiar with the previous
bands, and then we come up there, they don't really ~ow who
we were," Dequina said. "They stuck around and were Interested.
because they hadn't heard of us."
The band has continued to develop. They are currently working on a new nine-song demo and are cutting down on performances so they can concentrate on new material. They have a foursong demo and a constantly updated Web site, which will soon
include a merchandise section where fans can purchase buttons
and stickers. They also have a diligent one-person street team,
run by the band's self-proclaimed No. I fan, Dana Meletsis.
They used to have a founh member play bass and are contemplating adding another member to their line up.
"It would fill out the sound more," Remillard said .
Hellvig said that playing the same riffs octaves apan would be
"awesome."
But they aren't making any definite plans, yet.
• "It can be more interesting as a three piece," said Remillard,
adding that switching instruments keeps fans interested.
In the meantime, the band will keep practicing for shows,
reaching out to fans and dreaming of stardom.
Hellvig said he would love to tour the globe, but Remillard
wants a full-length Autumn's Remorse album.

23

And Dequina wants to do what she's been doing all along.
"Any goal is fine with me, as long as I can just do this," she
said.
With 14 guitars, she no doubt will .
You can check out Autumn :S Remorse in concert at Gunther

Murphy's, / 638 W. Belmont Ave. on Nov. 6 at 9.pm. 1icketsfor
the show are $7.

a

nificance.
"I like to write lyrics," he said. uy don't know if they make
sense to other people. They make sense to me. l don't really lik'e
to say what my songs are about." He does reveal that his lyrics
are "sarcastic, dark and filthy."
Hellvig's and Remillard's f~vorite song to play live is "Saint
Treachery," which they both say is fun to perform. It is also
Dequina's favorite song to play on bass.
On guitar, however, her favorite song is "Nurse X."
"'Nurse X' is cool," she said. The song is fast and includes different breaks Dequina loves to play.
She has played guitar for a lmost I0 years. She owns 14 of
them, which is more than anyone she knows.
One reason she continues to wail on her guitars is to make a point.
"I want to prove to people that girls can play as well as guys,"
she said.
·
Having played at several venues in the suburbs and Chicago,
the band believes that audiences, overall, have reacted well.
"Sometimes people are into the type of music that we (play],
and they generally like us and they give us a good response,"
Hcllvig said. "Sometimes we play at places and, you know, a lot

Photos courtesy of Oanyel Duncan

(Left to top) Joe Remillard, Scala Hellvig and Elyse
Dequina are the three members of Chicago punk
band, Autumn's Remorse.

Worried about how to pay the college bills this semester?
It's tough enough to write papers, take midterms and
cram for finals. That's why UPS is helping you pay for
school. With the UPS Earn and Learn• Program, you don't
have to earn a specific amount of income with us to pay
for school. In fact, we don't even take money out of your
weekly paycheck to cover college expenses either. The
UPS Earn and Learn• Program is set up specifically to
help ease the financial burden associated with attending
college by offering $3,000 a year for college financial
assistance on top of your hourly pay. Now that's
welcoming news!
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$23,000* In College
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ADDISON
100 S. lombard Road (Army Trail & l ombard Rds.)

Ph: 630-628·3737

NORTHBROOK
2525 Shermer Road (Shermer & Willow Rds.)

Ph: 847-480·6788

PALATINE
21 00 N. Hicks Road (Hicks & Rand Rds.)

Ph: 847-705-6025
To inquire about part-time Package Handler
opportunities, please call our facilities direct
or call our 24 hour jobline at:

1-888-4 UPS-JOB • Access Code: 4417
www.upsjobs.com/chicago
"Program guidelines apply
Equol Opportunity Employer
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Street Wear

Every week the Chronicle brings you
fashion from fellow Columbia students.

Hey, it's a gruesome world out there,
we're just trying to help you out
For the week of: Sept. 29-0c:t. 5

Al;liES (March 21·April 19) Now that
school has started, it's time to get your
head out of you're ass; stop hitting the
bong and start hitting the books.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Stop
spending money on things you don't
need; this Includes pointy shoes, truck·
er hats and summer tank tops.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) You
thought you could get away with Itstealing, lying and cheating-but every·
one knows what you did last summer.
CANCER (June 21·July 22) Date
someone new this week-<!lnough said.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) You are a poW·
erful beast of the jungle. You are the
king of your own throne.. With such
power on your side, it's time to pounce
on you~ prey.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) I'm sorry,
I'm drawing a blank on this one.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) No quiero
Taco Bell. Yo quiero McDonald's. So do
you, don't deny it.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.2.1) Lighten
up. Ufe is not as bad as you think it is.
Someone in your first class has. a major
crush on you, so look out.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov.22-Dec. 21)
Gambling is an addiction. Get yourself
some help.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22.Jan. 19) You
shouldn't be embarrassed of your latest crush. Irs what's on the Inside that

counts.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20.Feb.18) When
was the last time you roller skated?
Why not skate down nostalgia lane this
week and do the backward skate?
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) Money
and possessions are not the most
Important things In life. Your health,
safety and weU·belng are. Oh, and how
gOod you look in a bathing suit

Name: Kate Chopp

Nanie: Bryan Kopla

Name: Erik Meeks

Age: 20

Age: 20

Architecture
"Always smile! "

Age: 2 1 -

Major: Theater
"S implicity."

Major: Theater ·
>
"Looking good is feeling ,r
good."
'

Major: Interior

:... - - · - - - -

eBSERVATieNS eF AN ENTERTAINING WeRLD
• Welcome back to Columbia, how many
liries did you stand in this week?
• Multimillion dollar basketball players
need to stay in their multimillion dollar
mansions.

• Building a state-of-the-an football stadium doesn' t guarantee a state-of-the-art
football team.

• How is a Dave Matthews solo album dif·
ferent than a Dave Matthews Band album?

• Is it just me or does Brittany Murphy
need to eat something?

• How many ce lebri ties can honestly say
they've created a sex book as well as a
children's book?

• "Friends" is still the most ridiculous program on television. Who would actually
hang out with these people?

638 5. Clark • 312/427-2320 • Fax 312/427-2616
Delivery & Carry-Out • Open 11 'til 11 All Week

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
Also ssrving a full msnu of fabulous Italian spscialfiss/

$

·OH Any Large
Pat's Pizza

of Nyquil and reruns of ''That 70's Show."
• Johnny Depp can make an average fi lm
better than average.
• Thank God there are original shows on
Thursday night like "Coupling," an entertaining look into the lives of six single ...
wait a minute.
• Is there anyone on the planet more punk
rock than Avril Lavig ne?

e 'I\venty-two million people watched the
premiere of the latest "Survivor"; that's 22
million people who need to find something
to do.
• Who will Hilary Duff be making out with
at the 2007 " MTV Video Music Awards"?
• Is Friendster really as creepy as I think it

is?
• Happiness equals a case of beer, a bottle

Home of the

Famous Hackneyburger since 1939.
Open 7 days a week for lunch & dinner; breakfast on weekends.
Join ua Jl.VJl.ry Monday

for an Jl.VJl.ning of

Traditional lri ~h ~\'u~ic
LIYel Featurtrc Stan Cleland and Jimmy Keane o( bohola. No co- thlrp.

733 S. Dearborn (at Polk). (312) -461-1116

r----------------------$5 off any purchase of $25 or more •
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The helpful place.
South Loop Ace Hardware
725 S. State Street

Wabash & Washington Ace Hardware
26 N. Wabash Avenue

312-461-0900

312-726-7777
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Mix-A -Lot
r 9, 2003:00 pm
Interested in joining an organization? Always
wondered what CUMA stands for? Like meeting new people? Come and kick it in the HUB!
Meet members of various student organizations and you never know ... you might find the
organization t hat is just. right for you.
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CLASSIFIED A·DS

Crossword
ACROSS
1 _ mater
5 Puppeteer
Lewis
10 Mountain gap
14 Meg or Irene
15 Identify oneself
to a computer
16 Buffalo's lake
17 Sea swallow
18 1985-86 scandal
20 Fish topping
22 Maggie and
Keely
24 Singer LeAnn
27 Like some bogs
28 Supplicate
32 Exist
33 Apportion
34 12-step program
36 Jazzy
instrument
37 Violent
entertainment
40 • Pinafore"
43 Excessive
enthusiasm
44 Director
Hallstrom
48 Infinitesimal
amount
50 Nourish
51 Putting surlac~
52 Colleagues
54 Chopped down
55 Second
evaluation
60 Not yet decided
62 Yup's antonym
65 FDR'sdog
66 Viscount's
superiors
67 Adorable
68 Bullring cheers
69 Take forcibly
70 List-shortening
abbr.
DOWN
1 Nouveau or
Deco lead-in
2 Potash
Of
war
3
4 Yellow-dye
trees
5 Long cuts
6 Israeli dance
7 Culture
medium

***ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get 12th trip free. Group
discounts for 6+ www.springbreakdiscounts.com or
800-838-8202
Valet Parking Attendant- Great Pay and Flexible Hours. Work in
·Fun atmospheres,nightclubs,restaurants, and hotels. Full and
Part time hours. 847-670-0871 .
LOOKING FOR A GREAT APARTMENT NEAR SCHOOL?
We've got 3,000 to choose from in 28 of Chicago's best
locations- LAKEVIEW, GOLD COAST and LINCOLN PARK.
Studios from $650/mo. Planned Property Management Call
773-327-5159 www.plannedproperty.com
BED QUEEN $189 or KING $289!! Double pillow top mattress
& box sets. Brand new, with warrenty. Can Deliver.
773-406-1845
Do you have an apartment? Senior male students needs .an
apartment If you have an apartment and have an extra bed
room, give me a call. Bart 630-232-6737

8 Howard and
Silver
9 Andes resident
10 Writing
implement
11 Apollo 's twin
12 Mister
13· '"The _ WoH"
19 Wilder's •
Town" 21 Beat
22 Mineral spring
23 Brooks or
Blanc
25 A Gabor
26 Form datum
28 Recumbent
29 Knot again
30 In the lead
31 Edible tuber
35 Protruding parts
38 Lummox
391diom
40 With it
41 Stooge name
42 Free from
bacteria
45 FuJi theater

Spring Break - sign up with Student Express and get FREE
roundtrip airline tickets to over 15 International destinationsincluding Aruba, Dominican Republic, Costa Rica, Caribbe~n
hot spots and more. Why go with anyone else. Limited offer call now. Commission rep positions also available.
1-800-787-3787

Solutions

ROOMMATE WANTED. Great Location! Columbia student (F)
seeks roommate to share new rehabed 2 bedroom apartment
with great lake views. Walk to all campus buildings. $700/mo.+
1/2 utilities. Parking available for $125/mo. extra. Call 312-6633918 or 847-217-0242.

PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD ONLINE AT:
www.ColumbiaChronicleCiassifieds.com

46
47
49
53
54
56

Understand
Bring to a halt
Showplaces
Took chairs
Winning position
I'm glad that's
over!

M IIAP A Wla.Y 11/AE

YOU.

~

~ ~
JW6, /ll¥J I W/16
W~ IF )'00'0 Ll<£ TO 00
~NEXTf~AY~••.
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60
61
63
64

Bose or Bartlett
Uncommon
Feels ill
ET's vehicle
Friend
Sch. group
Moray_

WfU., f'IRST Wf'U. SU A 8AHP
YOCJ'Vf ~ I¥ARP Of, mPI
l'U. TfU. 'rt?LI ASOIJT A IIOIIE
YOU~ $AW, IW ~ ru.
~w A 9001< YOO
caa..oN'T ~ !.iSS ASOUf•••

14. 11A~ II£ WGIIJU1 INC1.UI1Il
BURGeRS ~ foiGI.IT, ~
LALlWRY 11AY 1'$ ~ Ml1
fAI-~ AGLUP IN fMNT Of m
TV. WIWJOYA SAY TO TIMr1
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Student Covtl'l\lnffil AJ~hon

Open positions are listed below. Please contact the
SGA for more information at 312.3£1£1.665~ or visit
110£1 S. Wabash in ''The Hub."
~

Choose one:
1:1 GPCiduate

1:1 English

1:1 Academic Computing

1:1 Fiction Writing

1:1 Art & Design

Lllnteractlve ~ultlmedla

1:1 Liberal Education

1:1 ~uslc

MFfROPOIJTAN'

f11t q fl''q!
eur Ht~llee
ih IItt bbly
~~ !J t, (lllfti!J
4;11/lf'f!tq
1/JgrJilf
~llli#JS
&!It" 1'111!~

out more at an i~fohnati~n session
on October 7, 1-2 pm at 623 S.
Wabash, room 314.

Jvtll, 1ruil&114

Meetings: Tuesd\ft tront 1-2pm,
emb~,r 18.
October 14-

.

--;;~

,,
*'

For
Hea

.
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Fl"eshtnab C!obvoeatlob
Friday, October 10
Noon-3pm
On the corner of Harrison & State

etudebt Ot'gablaatlob Fall"
Friday, October 30th
11am-3pm
Hokin Annex
SOC and Urban Fusion co-sponsor

##Ot'gablae abd Reeogblae'' Da11ee Pal'fy
Wednesday, October 8th
7-11 pm
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Unde rg ro ~An. ~chif~f~nt

this week,s specials:

California Wrap

Mon. - Thurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3

seafood, rice, cucumber, daikon, wasabi, pickled ginger

$3.50

Cream of Potato Soup in a Bread Bowl optional bacon, cheddar &
green onion served with pretzel $3.75
Cheddar Cheese Panini

with avacado, tomato & potato chips ·$3.75

Monday - Chicken Noodle, Tuesday - Cream of Artichoke,
Wednesday - Southwestern Chicken Vegetable, Thursday - Wild Mushroom

~~JC'~Ulo£1~1
-ICOIIOS l H(MA~

tl

blolbitlo 0........ Ntpt (Oct 1· 4,.)
Wor,Se•.Relie•on,Polit~es,latino and
Post lattno ldenbty, Street Culture,
and Culture Clash as seen thru the eyes
of Paerto Rican Pop llustrators duo
APONTE &.ACOSTA and Mex1co's
Guem lla Graphic Oes•rn Collective
IWWOMA.

GdO<J cn s,-.
lHC...rHO• M· Ha•· S,•

«"11111£1 t
SIIJI'EWNEO MIUWAY£:
Arcent inean Experimental Cinema

Proaram Alternative short forms
curated by renowned Argentinean film
Scholat Groctelo Taquim1. 60 minutes
of mind- btndinc south Amencan
psychodelia.

ColooMio c.u...
Fil• 'V"oMo
UUS. WUaU -102•4p•

.,.,.._..t

IIJC1Ulo£1l I~

roN UN PUW fM n CIIRA16N
Fil'$t installment of t he film lecture

Series on Macho Identity and
Homoeroticism in Muican Cinema.

"S.•to Y111H -

F~l•"

OCTOBBI 1- S PECEMBBI 211JQJ3

V.. £1 Dr.

Santo, Mtxtco's responst to tvtry other
superhero imotmoble. fights the usual

botch ofctiminals, mod scit nt1sts and
ofrozombits on a postmodtm
ttchnicolor bftndtt.

lecture Seues on on Macho ldtntities
and Homoeroticism in Me.1con Ctnema

Awide collection of short films

- o f c..to_.,ur Alt
uo £. O.lcqo An • ,,.
IIJC1Ulo£1l !3

COM UN PUW EN n CORAI6N
Second inlt ollment of the Film lecture
Series on Macho Identity and
Homotroticism in Mo1can Cinema

Frtnch Ntw Wavt Hommatts, postLatin olttmotivt music, social unrest,
rood ttips to noneri1tent bro~hes and
tht compluityofodoftsctnc~ and mole
identitJ in a cauntfy (uti of surrtol
chaos ond paradoxes.
Col...... Coli... / , . , _. IINatnr
4GO S. Mlehp An • Tpno

iibtr-macho pop kons Ptdto Infante
and Luis Atuilar plqy •ramorindos•
(slo"l (or "cops•) tholfO throu1h a
CTISis in thtir friendship when one of
them becomes engaged.
O.Uio c-JqlloHtor·
Cllit:op c..ltwal C..tot
TIEWuiUopooSt.

SUIIUIWIEO MIU IIA'IE1
Short Films from Me.xico"s Avant
Underground

~..../!...........

OOVtllln tl - li JAIIId'l
111( SEJUE PIIOjfCT

r,.

Sllksc:reens Exhibltton of establtshed
and emereinc LatinO ortuts workine
with Austin Tuos' roROIIADO STUOIO

exploring both lmear and experimental
narrativts by Nt xito's up and coming
Cinema Auteurs.

Cll«tour-fot..,aml

~-~
s

lltC£M1o£ll '1.
IWIDO: Post Lotln Alooric&nl4oulc On
thoEq.
SIMI_. eo-rt Sorioo
The cremt-de-la-ereme of Ch1ca.go's
Post Rock lndie SUM welcomes Ia
creme y nato of lat•n Amer~ca's Post
latin lndte Scene (Force:t Shaktra,
Paulino Rubio, Thalia e1nd £nnqut
lglelias,
this_
is what's nut).
Clwdr
_

,.,.,....!

cet-~iacet~qo

Glu• c..t.ln Gal!.ry

IIJC1Ulo£1IZ3
RUIOO n)IWIA: -

Att.dd
Ojs from njuano's NORT£CCOLLECTIVE
spin their s•gnoturt: sound' mixinc the:
trad itional with the electronic.
PUSHELf PlEY COHADRC!

uus. w....,.~

Hotlloouo · lO,_ (21+)
UE· klt.o.lt_n_r.wat.oP
•AIIEYer.tslottSu~:lo

Lk!t l

MUERTOS £It : A0., of tho Ooatl

Hotlloouo · 10,_ (21•)
31 £. klloo, ktw- Statal WalooP

oltar·installation dealing wit h a

IOCTUloG 3111
CON UN PUNAl EN £1 COW6N

of death and trad ition, L4tino identity
on tt\e media, o.nd the importa11ce of

Third and final in<stollment of the Film

bein& earnest.

A specially deso1ned Ooy of the Dead

lO('fl~lon C!':.ai\Ctt

infococ>ameritech.net

postmodern- lurrealist deconstruction

Clwdr Otu .....If. fot op<I.WI

WWW.FOCOF&ST.COM
J:::!..Tet.e~

~C HI CAG O

••UN IVISION
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City braces for crush of Soldier-Field parkers
o Parking permits distributed to South
Loop residents only
By Angela Caputo
Ciy Seal EOior

area are pleased with the protection of
the parking ban, she said, but they did
raise some additional questions for officials to consider.

As the Chicago Bears gear up to
return to their home stadium for the
opening game at a revamped Soldier
Field, city officials arc preparing the
burgeoning South Loop community for
its coexistence with the 63,000-seat stadium.
"The South Loop population has
exploded since the Bears played (at
homc], two years ago," said Assistant
Commissioner for the Chicago
Dcpanmcnt of Transponation Thorn
Johnson. He said that new park,ing regulations have been developed by city
officials primarily as an attempt to
abate residents' complaints.
A game day parking ban is among
such measures aimed at casing the
already tight parking situation in the
area. South Loop residents that live
between the blocks of Cem1ak and
Roosevelt roads and Clark Street and
Lake Shore Drive will be the only people allowed to park in the designated
area.
Parking permits have been mailed,
Johnson said. Eligible residents who
don't receive one should contact 2nd
Ward Alderman Madeline Haithcock,
he said.
Bonnie Sanchez-Carlson, president
and director of the Near South Planning
Board, said city officials brought the
new plan before community leaders for
input before going public.
Most residents and businesses in the

During an open forum, the impact of
the parking ban on Columbia students
was among the potential problems they
posed to officials for consideration.
In response, city officials said that
they arc open to making exceptions in
the parking ban to assist students who
require parking in the area to get to
classes.
"Administrators and teachers at
Columbia who contact the alderman
may be eligible," Johnson said.
Students should petition for temporary
permits through teachers who could
approach the alderman on their behalf,
he added.
However, it's not projected to be a
major problem during the current football season, because all of the game
days arc slated for Sunday nights,
except for the Sept. 29 home opener.
For all other guests to the South
Loop, temporary, paper no parking
signs will be posted to warn of the new
regulations. Wooden sawhorse signs
displaying parking instructions wi ll
also be borrowed from U.S. Cellular
Field, home of the Chicago White Sox,
to cut initial costs.
Police and COOT officials say after
they work out the glitches in the new
parking system, permanent signage will
be manufactured and installed.
"The parking situation is going to be
quite confusing," said Sgt. Bill Ross of

Brian Ker~ty/AP

As the revamped Soldier Field gets ready for its first season, parking congestion in the South Loop
has become a growing concern among area residents.
the First District community policing
unit. "But it should only take a game or
two to work it out."
Ross and other officers said that they
anticipate illegal parking and tailgating
to be the focus of their efforts on game
days

First District police said that they
will bear the brunt of the game day
security, a shift from previous years
when officers were pulled from districts
across the city.
Tactical officers will be taken off
their beats, and community policing

Haithcock brings footbaB fan parking concernS to t:able
Because of the community's distress over parking habits of game day
patrons, the city has approved the use
of parking pcnnits in the neighborhoods around the stadium.
They are now designated as "No
Tailgaters or Football fan Parking
Zones," according to Thom Johnson
assistant commissioner for Chicago's
Department of Transportation.
Johnson told those in attendance
on how they could obtain permits and
what the city will do to alleviate previous problems.
"There are several enforcement
issues, not really on resident's parking but on tailgaters," Johnson said.
Residents of the 2nd Ward who
live in the vicinity of Soldier Field

will be allowed parking permits for
both them and their guests. The per·
mits will be distributed by mail to
residents with registered vehiples city
stickers and also through an open
bouse that was held on Sept 26 at
Alderman Haithcock's (2nd Ward)
office.
Parking reStrictions carne after
complaints about tailgaters parking in
front ofhomes and blocking residents
from their properties. Furthermore,
attendees of the hearing complained
that Soldier Field patrons were urinating and dumping barbcquc ashes
onto their parks and lawns leaving
them with the clean up. ·
Sgt. Jim Lavoi of the First District
police, also informed guest of the

improvements law enforcement will games. AShley Marconi, 42, who
make during the games. He said last , lives on the cometon Stale Street and
year mere were ·only 12 a4altioiuil t3th stre'"
et;"sard $he 1\ils~~
officm assigned to the surrounding drivecs making iUepl turns on b«
areas of Soldiea Field but the num- block but nothing had been done
•
bers of officeJJ bas more than dou- about it
"There are no left tum signals on
bled because of an increase in resiState Street and 13th Street bot driver
dential housing.
,
:, .,
"We 'have added 40 plain clothes still tum,~ she said.
To address traffic ftowPrQblems;
officers beca.u3e there are so many
Department
of
more houses in and around the stadi- Chicago
um," Lavoi said.
Tratt$portal.ioo
Co111missiooer
Last year, Chicago police made Miguel d'Escoto said . thC city is
over 140 arrests and issued more than adding three different traffic plans for
300 citations to game day violators Saturday and Sunday before the
according to Lavoi.
games.
But guests of the hearing still questioned bow the police were going to
-Kwame Aba.rl Patter3on
handle the influx of traffic during the

representatives will abandon their
offices and stand-{!uty during the Bears
first season home, to ensure regular
policing schedules are not interrupted.
An estimated 40 First District police
force members will work the crowds
for opening day. And an additional 60
otf-{!uty officers anticipate working for
time-and-a-half pay on opening day on
the park district's dime, police said.
Fans and visitors who attempt to
break the rules will be slapped with
fines, including a SSO ticket for illegal
parking and SJI S fee to get a car out of
tow.
Fans may find the new regulations
will throw a wrench in their partying
plans. However, tailgaters can still get
their pre-game party on in the official
Soldier Field parking lots near the stadium, police said.
How the events of opening day will
unfold is uncertain, most people developing the logistical plan contend.
However, they said they are open to
tweaking the existing plan to make sure
the shuffling of thousands of South
Loop outsiders runs smoothly.
"It's a plan in motion," Johnson said.

SRQ Continuedfrom Front Page
It has been met with moderate criticism by the surrounding community,
according to members of the league
who surveyed different areas of the
South Loop in regards to having an
SRO
in their neighborhood.
Opponents were concerned both with
the aesthetics of the building as we11
as the possibility of rising crime rates.
John Donahue, the executive director of the Chicago Homeless
Coalition, ass isted in forming the
South
Loop
Campaign
for
Development Without Displacement
in 1994. The coalition initia11y
worked to save the St. James and
Roo.cvelt hotels, two public housing
units that were in danger of being tom
down.
Despite the effon of Donahue and
his' supporters, who protested in front
of Mayor Richard Dak-y's South Loop
home for seven Tuesdays before his
second election, they were not successful in those initial urnbitions.
The St. James I lotcl wa• torn down
to muke way for the Jcwcl·O!Ieo ut
1224 S. Wubash Ave., and the
KooKvelt IIotA: I wu• recently convert•
ed Wan ap-drtmcnt huilding that is currently 1ldvertis ing monthly rents for
Sf:O(} and up.
IJut :.ccording w IJonahuc, Duley
and tloe city of ('hicagll did work with
the Chit.llgiJ Ct,all!tOII fur the

Homeless to build three SRO buildings within the South Loop.
The first of the three SROs was
established in 1997, according to the
league's Web site. Ca11cd the Studios,
it is located at 180 I S. Wabash Ave.
and is managed by the league.
According to O'Keefe, the new
SRO wi11 be closely modeled after the
Studios' 170-unit complex.
Darlene Roberts, the Studios' manager, said that although community
member~ were wary at first of the
Studios anp the type of people it might
have attracted, they later welcomed it
fu11y.
"(Some] people in the neighborhood didn't even realize the Studios
was an uflordable housing unit," she
said. "People who do know we're here
... don't have a problem with us being
here."
llut that was six years ago, and the
South Loop was sti11 trunsitioning
from a factury and machinery-bused
landscape, she said.
According to Roberts, the league
explored two or three dilfcrent locutirms before settling on the lot just
110rth of the old George Diamond
Stcukhouse rcstuura11t for the new

s1w.

'I he feedback from the neighbors In
the first ltx:atio11 ut State and Ninth
~treet•. ~~everttl blockJ smtth and o11e

block west of the cum:nt spot- was
generally negative, she said.
But even the meetings held to communicate with those who live around
the SRO's final location were precarious.

''They get really hot and upset,"
Roberts said. "It's all very understandable, but if you're not familiar with
the [SRO] population, people are acting out of fear."
She said that the community has
nothing to worry about, especially if
the SRO is modeled af\cr the Studios.
The Studios, she said, provide life
sk ills workshops to all residents,
which include teachings on how to be
a good neighbor. lt prides itself in
having strict but livable rules for residents, including restrictions on visitation, alcohol und drugs on the property.
Tenants usually pay ubout $360
each month for the livinl! space includins ullutil ities besides phone.
"This is actually sometl1ing ofu victory for the Chicusu I lome less
Coulition," Donahue suid of the new
SilO. "It's taken lon11cr thun whut we
wanted . . . but we need pennuncnt
housing with supportive sc:rvlces."
Columbln'1 VIce l'resldcnl of
Student AfliJirs Murk Kelly suld he
welcomes the dcvelopmenl In the arcu.
"If we're not comfortublc with w1

HHthtr llonlaon1C111onlde

The parking lot just west of Columbia's Wabash Campus Building.
623 S. Wabash Ave. will seNe as the home for the South Loop's
third single room occupancy complex by spring 2005.
SRO, who is?" he suid.

O'Keefe said. "Findina

Kelly Sllld tlu1t he's especially cxcit·
cd ubout the n:~11l on the lll'llt floor. A
development of lht11 11011 would help
eXptU1d U1e colle11e C0111111l1111ty, he Slll\1,
"Finding holl.'lh\11 for IUI)'Onc n:ady
tu lcuvc the lc111111e Is very d l01~ult,"

rnmllics is ncllfly impossiblo."
TI1is dcvelopm~nt will help in the
city's lnltintiw to n:un:utl: sumo or the
public hoosh'll thtlt \VIIS tunl llown in
the '60s oml '70s, he salll.

hoosh~M

fur
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Riverside Park, IKEA dominate
Haithcock's agenda at recent meeting

Something
Against

o Parking, traffic woes also addressed
Bv Kwame Abasl Patterson

Associate Elitor
A barrage ofcity officials and developers converged at the Harold
Washington Library Center, 400 S.
State St., on Sept. 24 to present residents of the South Loop's 2nd Ward
with elaborate plans of pending projects within the community.
Proposed development of Riverside
Parle, a 62-acre residential and retail
development being spearheaded by the
Rezmar Corp., is projected to bring a
whole new dynamic to the community,
city officials said.
Riverside Park will extend from a
half-mile south of 16th Street, north to
Roosevelt Road, west to the Chicago
River and east to Clark Street. The estimated Sl billion project is anticipated
to take 10 years to complete.
According to Judi Fishman, Rezmar
Corp. vice president and senior project
director, the development scheme will
add hundreds of new jobs and millions
of dollars to the city.
''The project has the potential to
bring 700 new jobs, I 0 years of construction employment and $5 (million]
to $6 million in sales tax to Chicago,"
she said.
Additionally, Riverside Park is

expected to provide 4,000 residential
units, including affordable housing and
more than 250,000 square feet of "life
style retail." Another 300,000 square
feet of retai I space is proposed for the
warehouse-style furniture store, lkea.
In the plan, lkea will sit between 13th
and 14th streets on Roosevelt Road.
Some residents are not thrilled with the
plan and believe the furniture store will
flood the area with traffic and create
gridlock in their community.
"Do you realize the amount of traffic
that lkea will bring? It will be total
chaos," one guest said.
Fishman said the development is getting an overall positive response from
the community. She also warns that
there are always major concerns when a
development is introduced to the public.
To address the traffic anxiety, the
Chicago Department of Transportation
is rerouting Clark Street underneath
Roosevelt Road. Coordinating engineer
Bob Loomis said the design would ease
traffic congestion through the entire
area.
The Clark Street and Roosevelt Road

intersection improvement plan is also
going to reduce accidents for motorists
and pedestrians. The reason for the
improvement is due to an increase in
traffic and the deteriorations of Clark

Street viaducts, according to Loomis.
The city began working to fix the
congestion problem at the intersection
in 1997. Officials !Tom COOT eventually carne up with raising Roosevelt
Road over Clark Street as opposed to
the current signaled intersection.
The plan will include three lanes of
"through traffic" on C lark Street- two
southbound, one northbound-a ramp
on either side of north and southbound
Clark Street and additional topography along the medians.
The improvement, scheduled to
begin in 2004, will be completed prior
to the Dan Ryan reconstruction effon
in 2005 or 2006.
Regardless of the approval of
Riverside Park, the Clark and
Roosevelt development is going to
take place, according to 2nd Ward
Alderman Madeline Haithcock.
''Nothing is a done deal, but we are
going to build the bridge no maner
what," Haithcock said.
Rezmar has recently flied a zoning
application and is awaiting the city's
approval.
"If the application goes through,
building stans in May," Fishman said.
The 62-acre propeny is currently
the largest undeveloped area in the
Loop.

Blommer's Continuedfrom Back Page
which adds fluidity to smooth chocolate, Dyer added.
Henry Blommer, established the
company in 1939, along with his
two brothers, AI and Bernard. Henry
formerly worked for a different
chocolate company but decided to
stan his own factory, according to
Craig Caswell, a plant e ngineer of
the Blommer Chicago factory. Since
then, the fam ily has owned and run
the company, according to Caswel l.
The company built its second
plant in Ca lifornia in 1952 and a
third plant in Pennsylvania in 1980.
Blommer is currently the largest
chocolate manufacturer in North
America, wholesaling products to
many chocolate companies in the
United States, from mom and pop
shops like the Fudge Pot on Wells
Street, to national corporations such
as Fannie May and Nabisco.
According to Caswell, the factory has more than 400 different
recipes for each c ustomer.
"We offer good prices (to c ustomers], so we are always very
busy, running the factory 24 hours a
day," Caswell added .
Blommer's three plants produce
500 mi ll ion pounds of chocolate
per year, he said.
Winter is the factory's busiest

season. Although Blommer doesn' t
have its own brand products,
chocolate lovers in the United

States will literally taste tons of
Blommer's chocolate throughout
the season.
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You
By Adam Fe rington
Campus Ednor
It is an odd thing to grow old
before your time; a fine line away
from childhood, with maturity (or
a t least some semblance of it) just
a shon leap away, and your eyes
all pupils, strange murmurings of
change and arcane promises in
the wind.
It's enough to make a man
wander from his country, call no
land his home. There is a thread
pulling through the nation as of
late- a tightly wound contour
that colors us w ith anxiety and
causes us to cry out for some
veneer of reassurance, a soft light
to push back the shapes that spill
from the cracks in the closet door.
l suppose these are odd things
to lay on you- guilt by association is the coward's way out- but
it is, as I write this, seemingly far
too late to make brave connotations for the purposes of my arguments. If l should blame anybody,
then let it be Johnny Cash's
ghost. Whiskey, strange perfume
in the late hours and the sounds
of "Folsom Prison Blues" will do
fearsome things to the mind.
Earlier this week, Anomey
General John Ashcroft released a
federally mandated directive
ordering federal prosecutors to
seek maximum charges and
penalties in criminal cases, etfec~
tively limiting the usage of plea
bargains, as well as pushing the
death penalty "where applicable."
This manner of intellectual lethargy has become all too commonplace in post-911 1 America, a collective scream for safety and
comfon that draws us closer to
suckle at a poisoned teat. Our
fears have trumped the concerns
of a country barely at ease with
its own differences and our limitations. Gilded cages of our own
design are slowly being sealed as
we indulge in Ashcroft 's dark
romance of a love affair gone
sour.
"Federal prosecutors must
charge and pursue the most serious, readily provable offences
that are supponed by the facts,"
Ashcroft said. "Charges should
not be filed simply to exen leverage to get a plea."

No one can dispute the impon
of sealing away society's foulest
creatures, people so badly darnaged that their defective wiring
and emotional shrapnel slices
lives to ribbons are best left to
rot. But Ashcroft's definition of
"damaged" may diverge from the
more cogent members of the populace. Recently, the Depanment
of Justice altered its guidelines,
lumping the production of bathtub methamphetamines and pipe
bomb manufacturing as "chemical agents" and "weapons of mass
destruction," respectively, charges
usually reserved for the prosecution of suspected terrorists.
In addition to this uplifting
news, Ashcroft has also made
strides toward a hard-line
approach to drugs, de-emphasizing treatment in favor of rigid
prison t ime for offenders.
" A government which takes the
resources that we would devote
toward the interdiction of drugs
and converts them to treatment
resources ... and also implements
a clean-needle program is a government that accommodates us to
our lowest and least," Ashcroft
said in a press conference in
January of2001. Although his
comments on the matter may be
nearly two years old, the virulence of his actions of late cast an
ominous pall over the judicial
system.
Given that Ashcroft views
lesser sentencing as a Faustian
bargain of sons, it's only a matter
of time before we hear about a
grisly standoff in Florida between
ATF age nts and a rest home full
o f frail pensioners busted for sipping poppy tea to soothe their
rhuems; pictures plastered all
over the news of octogenarians
smoldering on well-manicured
lawns.
Last~minute revelations are
ugly because there is finality to
them. There is a lesson to be
learned here, and it is unfonunate
that l even have to tell you. You
have all been warned. It's time to
banen down the hatches, pour
another drink and watch this horrible spectacle unfold.

Andrew J. Scoti/Chronicle

Three suspects, a 30-year-old female, a 20·
year-old male and a 40-year-old male are wanted in connection with two South Loop auto
thefts that occurred in broad daylight at the
same nonresidential parking garage at 75 W.
Harrison St., on two consecutive days. On Sept.
12, a white 2002 Nissan Maxima was stolen at
6:30 p.m. And on Sept. 13 at 2 p.m., a Green
2003 Expedition was stolen. The suspects are
not in custody.

• • •
An aggravated assault with a dangerous weapon
occurred Sept. 17 during rush hour at 9:28 a.m. in an
alley at 228 S. Wabash Ave. An unknown male, 5-footll-inches and 175 pounds, in his tnid-30s initiated the
attack. No one is in custody in connection with the
crime.

• • •
A clipboard was turned into an assault weapon Sept.
18, at the CHAC housing referral agency, 1000 S.
Wabash Ave., when a 30-year-old female client lashed
out at a case worker accused of not providing satisfactory service. The caseworker was later treated for
minor injuries.

A Motorola cell phone and a set of golf clubs
were stolen out of a brown 2001 Jeep Cherokee
on Sept. 16. An unknown offender damaged the
car, which was parked on the street at 50 W.
Harrison St., during the break-in. No suspects
are in custody.

• • •
On Sept. 18 at 2:30 p.m. a purse snatching
occurred on the sidewalk at 1801 S. Michigan
Ave. A 25-year-old male of the 800 block of
East 82nd Street is wanted in connection with
the theft. According to police, he is not currently in custody.
--Compiled by Angela Caputo
Ashlelgh Plcettl/Chrorucle

CilYBEAT
Flood cl~ Alderman's Pacific Garden
South Loop office
Mission steps up
o
homeless patrols
Water main break forces staff to West Side office

By KWII!Ie Aball Patterson

Assoc:iale E<itor

0 Shelter officials say new widened watch area
will cut down on ex-cons at South Loop mission

The phone message answers,
'We're sorry. the office has been temporarily closed until furtller notice." It
fails to mention the office 's ceiling
collapsed. taking Alderman Madeline
L. Haithcock's (2nd Ward) South Side

By Angell Clputo
City Beat E<itor

office out of commission.
On Sept. 21 , the alderman's ceiling
caved in due to a water leak from the
pipes in the apartment complex above.
Building maintenance workers discovered the damage early Monday moming. The leak created a gaping hole in
the ceiling tiles. according to Cynthia
Tucker. the office manager at
Haithcock's 449 E. 35th St. office.
Employees from the main o ffice
still reported to work but eventually
left. because repair workers took over
the space.
"We tried to continue working, but
because of the noise from the hammering and the saws. we decided to
go:· Tuc ker said.
The offi ce's five employees have
moved into the 701 S. Western Ave.
And- J. Scott/Chronicle
office to continue working. However.
most of their office equipment and Alderman Madeline Haithcock's office, 449 E. 35th St., was shut
documented information is still at the down last week after a water leak caused the ceiling to collapse.
main office.
"It's not a great inconvenience:· items left behind include desks and comment.
Tucker said. "but all of our things are several fi les and folders.
Haithcock's neighborhood office is
down there."
According to Tucker. there has been actually located in the 4th Ward, out of
There were no staff members work- water damage in the ceiling tiles for a her jurisdiction following redistricting at the principal office on Sept. 24. number of months. and the weight of ing. According to Tucker. there are
Meanwhile, Haithcock was stationed the water eventually caused it to cave plans to relocate her main office into
at her downtown office at City Hall.
in.
the 2nd Ward, but no space has been
To inform both visitors and callers
The damage was so severe the car- made available.
" [The collapsed ceiling is ) almost a
of the recent closing. notes have been peting was completely removed and
left on the main office's door, and the all of the ceiling tiles were taken out. good thing. We are moving the office
voice mail is redirecting calls to the exposing several hanging air ducts and soon. hopefully, in early spring to an
alderman's downtown and West Side light futures. There were also three office in the South Loop," Tucker said.
locations.
water-eroded holes in the ceiling surHaithcock's ward runs east from
"No one is down there currently to rounded by dark brown rings.
Sacramento Street to Michigan
greet constituents, but the staff is still
According to Haithcock. East Lake Avenue and south from 16th Street to
up, and we have not stopped doing Management is responsible for the portions of Madison Street and Lake
anything in the least," Tucker said.
damage and cleanup. The company Street.
Among the carnage, office equiJ>- manages all of the offices and apartTbe alderman said her office should
ment-including computers, fax
ments at the South Side location. re-open by Sept. 27, but she will
machines, and phones -have been Representatives from East Lake attend a media event at Soldier Field

A South Loop ho meless shelter
has assembled a new roving security
team, which college o fficials, residents and local police say is driving
down the number of crime and nuisance incidents caused by men who
live at the neighborhood safe haven.
The Pacific Garden Mission, 646
S. State St .. went public with its new
security strategy last mo nth. Shelter
administrators say their effort to privately monitor the community
around the clock is an expansion of
its "good neighbor policy.''
Mobi le patrols-on the blocks
between Michigan Avenue, Clark
Street, Congress Parkway and Ninth
Street-began in August and were
implemented to step up the former
static post positioning around the
shelter, according to the shelter's
Director of Security Mark Pharr.
"The way it works is they do
patrols and shag everyone who is
not supposed to be there or they call
us [if there is a serious crime committed],''said Tactical Officer Ralph
Zbieralski, who lead s up the division of the First District unit commonly known as the bum squad."
Complaints from students, res idents and local businesses have
noticeably subsided since the ad hoc
policing initiative went into effect,
according to First District police.
"At the last CAPS [Chicago
Alternative Policing Strategy] meeting ... most residents did say that
there is a big improvement since
they began," said Sgt. Bill Ross of
the First District Community
Policing Office.
Police also said that they are
pleased with the strategy and see the

shelter's initiative as having potential to abate crime.
' 'They have a better ability to contro l (mission residents (, because
they have something they can ho ld
over their heads and say, ' Hey. if
you want to stay here, then you better straighten up,"' said Sgt. Bill
O ' Reilly, the liaison between the
First District police and the local
business community.
Police say the independent patrols
are also freeing up officers from
having to respond to petty offenses,
giving them additional time to focus
on more serious crime issues.
Columbia security officials also
said that the new system has lent
support to its own security team.
" It's almost another set of security personnel for us," said Director of
Campus Security Derrick Nelson.
Nelson said he doesn' t hne _an
official count on how many times
the mission's team has been called
to intervene in a situation. but it bas
been put to use on severaJ occasions.
" A lot of the stuff that the guys do
is not really criminal ... generally
we found that a lot of the things the
security team does nips it in the bud. _,
It's more of a preventative measure," Nelson said.
Although the bulk of the issues
are nuisance related, shelter employees estimate that 20 percent of the
men staying at the mission are
parolees and say any offense could
land them in jail with stiff sentences.
Pharr said he hopes the new strategy will cut down on the recidivism
of former convicts staying at tbe
shelter.
"Unlike the police departmentmen don't trust them- we don't
have that same kind of authority.
and they do trust us more," Pharr
said.

F;ct;cy i~eete~ flavor of River W~ area
o Blommer's draws Chicago
chocoholics since 1939

Depending on the direction the
wind ,. determined to blow.
Chicagoans find themlltlve' vi•ited
by whiff• of "sweet" little happine...
Hyde Park re•ident Sarah Heaton,
23. oaid her 0011e unexpectedly lured
her to the four-otory brick building in
River North that houllts Blommer '•
Chocolate Co. in the 600 block of
WeM Km1-ie Street.
'1 W>pped by, becau'lt I smelled
(chocolate I." she oaid.
What ohe then found wa.• a oweet
tooth •• dehJhl.
Su~ee then, Heaton •atd she has
become a repeat shopper tn the comP'""f• otreet level Ollllel More. With
hundred• of types CJf chocolate,
JOcludtna: pecan p!ltlteo, eopreo"" melt
l>alk. prett.el• and thotolite c:overed
gummt beato, the outlel •tore ha• all
anyr- could want, •he •aid.

In the center of the small shop. a
tentative ca.•hier is continually filling
little red paper bags with chocolates.
" I was lucky to find Ithe factory),"
Heaton added.
Kevin Schultz. Blommer's sho p
manager. said most customers have
the same reaction.
''This is something like a hidden
gem place,'' Schultz said. "Usually.
people walk by and say, ' I knew there
is a smell of choco late, but I had no
idea where it's coming from."'
Tbe sweet chucolate smell is gen·
erated when the f:.ctory processes the
cocoa beans.
"Also, we remove cocoa shell• and
mill meat• of chocolate," snid Bill
Dyer. the director of technical sales
and 10rvice1 for Blomrner'•· ''The
mgredient Is called chocolate liquor
fit doe•n't contain any alcohol!. a key
ingredient o f chocolate."
Another mgredient I• cocoa butter,

See •lommer't, Page 31

. . . "'IMWCiwOIIIdt
The shelves of Blommer's Chocolate Co. have been stocked fUll of ~t goodlet fol' mort than
60 yeara.

